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Purpose
To investigate how managers work with capacity dimensioning and what the main
challenges are in order to balance efficiency and responsiveness in the continuous
operations, as well as investigate what patterns and trends that can be identified within
the capacity dimensioning approach.
Methodology
A multiple case study was conducted including 14 manufacturing companies.
Empirical data was collected through semi-structured interviews and used to explain
the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning. Differences and similarities in the way
companies approach capacity dimensioning was investigated though a cross-case
analysis. The research is of exploratory and inductive character.
Findings
A general process for capacity dimensioning has been established and affecting
aspects and challenges has been identified. Potential trends and relationships have
been investigated for the capacity dimensioning approach, with a potential connection
between flexibility and investment strategy with introduction period in human
resources. Further the capacity strategies tend to vary depending on alternative
capacity sources.
Theoretical implications
Information is provided for how capacity dimensioning is done at companies today,
connections are strong to adjacent theories as S&OP but with more detail in the area
of setting the capacity level.
Managerial implications
The capacity dimensioning does not have a solution that suits all companies, but
communication and alignment in the supply chain should not be underestimated for
successful capacity dimensioning.
Research delimitations
The research is conducted on manufacturing companies active in Sweden, other
countries or continents of the world could generate other results because of different
culture and laws. Further, service companies could also have provided other results.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
In this chapter a brief background of capacity management is presented together with
an explanation of capacity dimensioning, followed by the purpose of the research and
the studied research questions. Next, the scope and delimitations are elucidated,
followed by a description of the report structure.

1.1 Background
In today's dynamic market there are often a lot of competitors and therefore to acquire
customers, it gets more and more important to analyze and understand the customer
needs so that they can be fulfilled (Christopher, 2005). For the customer it is often
important with a short lead-time and an overall good delivery performance (Harrison
& Van Hoek, 2011), but for some customers this can also be an order qualifier
(Oskarsson et al., 2006). The delivery performance depends on the availability of
material and capacity, but it is necessary to weigh the service level against the cost
when offering a delivery promise to a customer (Christopher, 2011). To keep the costs
under control, one essential thing is to keep a balance between supply and demand
(Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). In manufacturing companies, the production of the
products require input in terms of material and capacity, which are two substantial
cost drivers (Banker et al., 1995). It is important to keep a balance between efficiency
and responsiveness, where products can be delivered at the right time to the right cost
(Chopra & Meindl, 2016).
Capacity management refer to the overall function for making capacity meet demand
and includes several aspects as capacity strategy, planning and control (Rees et al.,
2014). These are on strategic, tactical and operational level respectively (McNair &
Vangermeersch, 1998). The capacity level is set for these different time horizons by
capacity dimensioning, where the dimensioning on strategic level set the boundaries
for the tactical and operational level. In this research, the terminology capacity
dimensioning is proposed as a process managers go through when setting the capacity
level in the manufacturing to ensure that the continuous operations are working in an
adequate way, with the intension to satisfy and meet customer demand. Capacity can
be both in form of human resources as employees and in form of machinery
(Eickemeyer et al., 2014). These sources of capacity are often difficult to plan since
the efficiency and availability may vary, where the variations are hard to predict
(Waters, 2002). Managers usually choose strategies for the process of setting the
capacity level, where two common investment strategies are lead and lag strategy
(Olhager et al., 2001). A lead strategy imply a proactive standpoint where the capacity
is increased before the actual demand based on forecasting and Lag strategy that
capacity is invested only when it is needed for sure (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009).
Further the planning strategy can be level for an even pace in manufacturing or chase
where the manufacturing pace follows demand (Olhager & Johansson, 2012). Both
the investment and planning strategy affect the mindset for how to handle the capacity
dimensioning.
Decisions regarding capacity dimensioning are hard to make due to many influencing
factors, where uncertainties are often handled by using different kinds of buffers (de
Koster & Delfmann, 2005). One challenge with capacity is that it cannot be kept in
stock. Methods for controlling availability in operations are well established but the
1
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research is inadequate for how to design the capacity level. Thus, it is of interest to
investigate how capacity dimensioning is done today for a deeper understanding of
how to facilitate the decision-making.

1.2 Problem statement
Existing literature has been devoted to how managers can make the best use of the
capacity that is existing, leaving out the part of how to decide which level to set from
the beginning and when demand is changing. Capacity is a parameter that is hard to
decide on, especially when demand is varying and the market changes are faster than
ever before (Rees et al., 2014). The changing markets together with many fixed costs
associated with capacity and the uncertainties in the availability of the capacity makes
the capacity dimensioning a strategic challenge (Bakke & Hellberg, 1993). The
strategic challenge with capacity dimensioning could be explained as the task of
finding the right balance between efficiency and responsiveness in the supply chain. A
responsive supply chain is for example able to build innovative products, respond to a
wide range of quantities, handle supply uncertainty, meet a short lead-time and a high
service level. The challenge is that when responsiveness is increased, efficiency
decreases because of the increasing costs (Chopra & Meindl, 2016). It could be
beneficial to interpret how capacity dimensioning is executed in companies today to
find a proper balance between responsiveness and efficiency. The decision making
within capacity dimensioning has never, to the researchers’ knowledge, been
explained. This leads to a gap that the researchers can contribute to by using the
experience of managers today.

1.3 Purpose and research questions
In the problem statement, it is argued that the research within capacity dimensioning
is inadequately developed. The knowledge with regard to how managers make
decisions concerning capacity dimensioning is limited, still capacity is a big cost
driver for companies. Capacity must be balanced with its costs to ensure a cost
efficient balance between efficiency and responsiveness. One step towards facilitating
the decision-making can be to map the current way of handling capacity
dimensioning. Thus, the purpose of this research is:
To investigate how managers work with capacity dimensioning and what the main
challenges are in order to balance efficiency and responsiveness in the continuous
operations, as well as investigate what patterns and trends that can be identified
within the capacity dimensioning approach.
In order to fulfill the purpose, it is necessary to understand how managers perform
capacity dimensioning. To facilitate this, the purpose has been divided into three
research questions. Existing literature does not mention much about how capacity
could be dimensioned so that the efficiency and responsiveness are balanced in the
continuous operations. The first step is to understand how managers work with
capacity dimensioning, thus the first research question is:
RQ1. How does managers work with capacity dimensioning in order to balance
efficiency and responsiveness in the continuous operations?
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When the first question has been answered, it is also of importance to gain knowledge
and understand the challenges in capacity dimensioning. By gaining knowledge from
multiple companies new theory can be established and analyzed to partly fill a gap in
theory. Therefore, the second research question is as follow:
RQ2. What are the main challenges in capacity dimensioning to balance
efficiency and responsiveness in the continuous operations?
When an understanding is established for how managers work with capacity
dimensioning and what the main challenges are, it is of interest to investigate potential
patterns or trends in the capacity dimensioning approach. An investigation of
differences and similarities can facilitate a deeper understanding of the capacity
dimensioning. Thus, the third and last research question is:
RQ3. What patterns and trends can be identified within capacity dimensioning?
To be able to fulfill the purpose in a satisfactory way, a multiple case study is
conducted. This to make sure that the conclusions are based on knowledge and
experience of several managers together, with a desire is to make the findings more
applicable and generalizable.

1.4 Scope and Delimitations
Capacity dimensioning is only one part of the broad concept of capacity management.
Managers need to make decisions about capacity dimensioning and these decisions
might affect the whole business. As stated before, little is said about this area and
therefore it is of interest to map the current situation, how managers do as they do. By
collecting knowledge within this area, it is possible in further studies to investigate
how methods can be created to weigh efficiency with responsiveness. This research
focus on the decision making of capacity dimensioning, which is possible to examine
in more or less all types of companies. Although, to be able to detect patterns and
trends to a greater extent this research focus on manufacturing companies. However,
it is possible that the findings from this research are applicable in other contexts,
where an investigation of that applicability is beyond the purpose of this research.
Capacity in form of human resources and machinery are included with the core on the
dimensioning of the capacity level, where bought capacity from suppliers is beyond
the frame of this research. This implies that investigations are made regarding the
decision making of capacity sources but not for how suppliers in turn set their
capacity levels when the capacity is bought. Further, availability control of set
capacity is excluded in this research.

1.5 Outline
To create a structure, the content is divided into six chapters. The first introducing
chapter consists of a background to capacity management with a problem statement of
capacity dimensioning, followed the research purpose and questions. The introduction
is finalized by delimitations of the research. The second chapter represents the
research procedure to fulfill the research purpose, including the methodology it is
based on and answering questions about what kind of data has been collected, how it
has been collected and how the data has been analyzed. The second chapter is
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finalized with a discussion about the research trustworthiness and ethical
considerations. In the third chapter the theoretical framework is presented for what
existing knowledge is valuable for this research area. In the fourth chapter an
overview of the participating companies is conferred together with the empirical data
of how the case companies work with capacity dimensioning and planning. Chapter
five consists of the analysis of collected data for creation of new theory, which is
discussed by final conclusions in the last chapter. The research is finalized in chapter
six by discussion of implications, limitations and further research.
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2 Methodology
In this chapter the research methodology is presented. At first, the research
philosophy, approach and design are explained and then the data collection methods
in form of literature studies, interviews and documentation studies are presented.
Next, the analysis process of the collected data is conferred. The chapter is finalized
with a discussion about the trustworthiness and the ethical considerations of the
research.

2.1 Research philosophy
Research philosophy delineates the development and the nature of knowledge in
relation to research (Saunders et al., 2012). The research of capacity dimensioning is
to a great extent affected by human actions, therefore the research requires that the
researchers understand human differences in the role as social actors. The roles of
others in a social context is perceived and interpreted in accordance with the
subjective meanings by the researchers, which is in line with Saunders et al. (2012)
description of the research philosophy called interpretivism. This implies that the
research outcomes are based on the interpretations of the researcher even though the
data collection may follow rational procedures (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Hence, it is
important with the interpretive awareness of the researchers, which implies that the
researchers are part of the research (Weber, 2004). To ensure that the research
includes dependable and reliable content, the researchers are explicit in the
presentation of the results and describe personal biases and assumptions.

2.2 Research approach
Research approach refers to how theory is used within the study and has an essential
impact on the research design (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Further, it is a general term for
deduction, induction and abduction, which has different standpoints for the research
logic, use of data and approach to theory (Saunders et al., 2012). When applying a
deductive approach, a theory is tested by empirical data, while in a inductive
approach, theory is formulated based on empirical data (Saunders et al., 2012). An
abductive approach combines both the inductive and deductive approaches and
combine existing theory with empirical data and by doing that exploring new themes
and patterns.
The applied approach for this research follows the description by Saunders et al.
(2012) for an inductive research approach, as the phenomenon of capacity
dimensioning is explored to generate theory by identifying patterns and going from
specific to general, based on empirical data. This means that the applied approach is
specific-to-general, where knowledge for how to manage the challenge of capacity
dimensioning in practice for each company can be positioned in relation to each other.
Further, it can contribute to establish knowledge that facilitates the understanding of
capacity dimensioning for managers on a general level. In contrary to an abductive
approach, the inductive approach generates untested conclusions for further studies
(Blumberg et al., 2011). This is how the findings will be approached in this research,
where the researchers provide theory for further investigations and theory building.
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2.3 Research design
Independent of the research approach, the methodological direction can be qualitative,
quantitative or mixed (Saunders et al., 2012). Qualitative data can be defined as
information in a non-numeric form that are created by an interactive and interpretative
process, thus is it mostly used when the research aim is to investigate a phenomena in
itself and how it works in a certain context (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The
qualitative research design was considered the most expedient choice because of the
aim to explore how managers handle capacity dimensioning, where qualitative data
can generate in-depth knowledge about the phenomenon. This conveys that the
interpretations of the researchers are an important part of making sense of the studied
phenomenon (Saunders et al., 2012).
In order to be able to develop theory within capacity dimensioning based on foremost
practical knowledge, case studies were conducted. To increase the probability to find
patterns and reliable findings, the research context was delimited to manufacturing
companies. Theoretical sampling has been used for selection of case companies,
which imply that the selection is based on the researchers´ own judgments for what
cases are expected to provide significant findings (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).
Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) present the theoretical sampling as favorable in an
inductive approach where cases of interest are selected. In this research, it signify that
all selected case companies are manufacturing companies, but of different sizes and
within different markets to get a general understanding for capacity dimensioning. In
total there are 14 cases included in this particular research, each with its own context
where the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning has been investigated. Accordingly,
the unit of analysis is capacity dimensioning and therefore this research implies that a
single unit of analysis is investigated in multiple cases. Some investigations has been
done at the same company but at different business areas and therefore in different
contexts. This implies that one case company can have several cases. To study two or
more cases within one phenomenon imply a holistic multiple-case design (Yin, 2012),
which is the case for this research and is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Case study design
(Yin, 2012, p.8)
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The holistic multiple-case design was considered appropriate to be able to find
differences and similarities between how different managers handle capacity
dimensioning. A multiple-case design is beneficial when a phenomenon is
investigated from different perspectives, where detection of patterns are desirable
(Blumberg et al., 2011). According to Yin (2012), multiple-case designs are more
difficult to conduct than single-case designs, but generate more reliable findings that
convince others. It is of importance to choose cases with care when using a multiple
case study since it is based on replication logic, meaning that it is expected that either
the same phenomenon occurs if the cases have similar conditions, or that the
phenomenon will differ if circumstances are different (Blumberg et al., 2011). As part
of the replication logic, the researchers have decided to only investigate capacity
dimensioning at manufacturing companies.
When research is conducted, the nature of the research is either exploratory,
descriptive, explanatory or even a combination of some or all of these (Saunders et al.,
2012). As the case studies aim to investigate the unexplored area of capacity
dimensioning as a part of the broader topic of capacity management, the research is
called exploratory. This is done by interviews and company documentation as
support.

2.4 Data collection
To answer the research questions information was gathered essentially through a
multiple-case study and literature studies. The empirical data was collected through
semi-structured interviews and document studies. Main contact with the respondents
was held by email, except the interviews that were conducted face-to-face.
2.4.1

Literature studies

Theories have been collected during the literature studies within the subject area
capacity management. Literature and scientific articles have been the main sources for
theoretical information, collected from sources as Jönköping University library and
Internet sources as Primo, Google Scholar and Web or Knowledge. The literature
studies were carried out to build a knowledgebase that could be used in the analysis of
empirical data. The search words that have been used to find information suitable for
this research are presented in Table 1, where interesting references have been
investigated further.
Table 1. Search strings for literature studies
Combinations
"Capacity")OR)"Dimensioning")OR)"Responsiveness")AND)"Efficiency"
"Capacity")OR)"Dimensioning")OR)"Capacity)planning")AND)"Responsiveness"
"Capacity")OR)"Management")OR)"Sales)and)Operations)planning")AND)"Efficiency"

Table 1 outline the three main search strings that provided interesting information
where the words “Efficiency and Responsiveness” turned out to be valuable in the
search. The findings from the literature studies that adds value to this research are
presented in the theoretical framework.
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2.4.2

Interviews

In order to answer the research questions in a satisfactory way it is required to base
the answers on profound knowledge. This profound knowledge is created through
empirical data, which furthermost is generated by interviews and internal company
documentation. When conducting interviews there are three types of interview
designs; structured, non-structured and semi-structured (Blumberg et al., 2011). In an
exploratory study, it is often beneficial to use a semi-structured design while
interviewing (Saunders et al., 2012). This gives the researchers the opportunity to ask
follow-up questions and therefore find out more information and get a deeper
understanding. The unstructured interview design is not chosen because of the risk to
lose track of the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning that is of interest in this
research, while the structured interview design is considered too standardized and do
not align well with the preference of getting in-depth understanding. Therefore, the
semi-structured design is considered appropriate, where themes and open questions
are in line with the overall purpose and can be adjusted to each respondent. The
researchers emphasize the importance of a clear focus to facilitate analysis and
comparison across cases.
The quality of qualitative research is influenced by the selection of interview
respondents and therefore this decision is of high importance (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2015). To align the scope of this research, the first criteria is to choose respondents
involved in operations capacity at a manufacturing company. This is considered to
increase the possibilities to identify patterns and trends within the sample of cases. To
gain in-depth knowledge the respondent need to be aware of how the case company
work with capacity dimensioning on a strategic level. Therefore, the second criterion
is that the respondent is involved to some extent in the decisions regarding capacity
dimensioning, favorably from a managerial position. Accordingly, this criterion
contributes to selection of respondents with a sufficient holistic view of the capacity
dimensioning. Further, the researchers have selected case companies of different size
and markets to gain knowledge for capacity dimensioning in general.
During this explorative research, 14 managers were interviewed face-to-face, in some
cases there where additional co-workers participating. In the physical presence there
are possibilities to observe body language, which can facilitate follow-up questions
and further elaboration (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The respondents received relevant
information about the research and an interview guide (see Appendix 1) before the
interviews in order to be able to prepare and think through their answers, which
increase the research credibility (Saunders et al., 2012). In Table 2, the conducted
interviews are conferred, where the company names are exchanged with Company A,
Company B and so forth for anonymity purposes. When referring to a specific case
these names will be used further on.
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Table 2. Summary of interviews
#
1
2
3
4

Company
Company)A
Company)B
Company)C
Company)D

5 Company)E
6 Company)F1
7 Company)F2

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Company)G
Company)H
Company)I
Company)J
Company)K
Company)L
Company)M

Responden(s)
Logistic)Operations)manager
Chief)Operations)officer
Director)Operations
Vice)President)Global)production))))))))))
Planning)Manager
Logistic)manager
Supply)Chain)Manager
Manager)Purscase)and)logistics)
Lean)coordinator
Master)planner
Production)manager
Production)Control)Manager
Supply)Chain)Manager
Director)Sales)and)Operations)Planning
Senior)Manager
Process)supervisor)dimensioning
Lean)Champion
Manager)Sales)and)Operations

Type0of0interview
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face

Lenght
90)min
40)min
30)min
75)min

Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face

60)min
60)min
180)min

Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face
Face5to5face

60)min
30)min
75)min
95)min
60)min
60)min
90)min

The interviews were audio-recorded and after each interview a transcript summary
were compiled. Additional questions arising after the interviews were handled by
further contact with the respondents. The interviews were performed in the native
language of both the researchers and the respondents in order to avoid language
barriers, encourage discussion and reduce the risk of misunderstandings. Findings as
well as the final version of the transcript were sent to the respondents to ensure
credibility, were the respondents had the final word before publication. A
questionnaire could generate theory about capacity dimensioning, but to get a deeper
understanding for underlying thoughts to why managers do the capacity dimensioning
in the way they do it today, the researchers has conducted semi-structured interviews.
2.4.3

Documentation studies

The documentation used in this research mainly consists of the case companies’
internal documentation but also Internet sources about their businesses. In case studies
it is preferable to make Internet searches about the companies´ businesses prior to the
visit, thus the researchers get a better understanding and the time spent can be focused
on specific areas of interest (Yin, 2012). This point of view was adopted to establish
credibility. The internal documentation from the case companies were put in relation
to the information provided from the interviews, and the interpretation of the business
as whole, to confirm information and enable triangulation.

2.5 Data analysis
In order to fulfill the research purpose, it is necessary to describe, explain and
interpret the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning. In qualitative research it is
important that the data analysis include grouping of data into themes and that
relationships are explored (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). Exploring relationships with
the aim of contrasting and integrating findings, contribute to a systematic and
thorough research, which are the keys to a excellent qualitative research (EasterbySmith et al., 2015). The relationships are compared for both empirical and theoretical
data in this multiple-case research. Therefore, the analysis is divided into the three
main parts: in-case analysis, cross-case analysis and finally analysis of findings
distinction. This analysis approach is illustrated in Figure 2, where it is shown that all
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parts are needed and dependent on each other to fulfill the purpose of this research in
a reliable way. The researchers emphasize that the generated findings are more
reliable if the analysis is divided into three parts, to take it one step at the time.

Figure 2 Analysis approach
This analysis is done by first looking at each individual case separately, called the incase analysis in Figure 2. In this part the collected data is analyzed for a specific case
and triangulation is used to establish trustworthiness, which is further described in the
following section. After the in-case analysis comes the cross-case analysis, where the
cases are put in relation to each other and to theory by drawing lines for similarities
and differences. In this way trends and relationships are emphasized and mapped.
When this is done it is possible to create themes and further investigate patterns, to
recognize connections between how managers do and what challenges they encounter
when dealing with capacity dimensioning. This part is connected to the part called
analysis of findings distinction in Figure 2. This last part of the analysis is
distinguished from the cross-case analysis to point on the importance of distinction
between specific case findings and generic findings, to ensure trustworthiness. All
these three parts of the analysis is described further in the following sections.
2.5.1

In-case analysis

The first step of the analysis is to get a clear understanding for each specific case,
where the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning is analyzed for one case at the time.
This includes the steps Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) emphasize should be focused
on in an in-case analysis, more precisely to make a general description of the case and
structure the provided information. In other words, each case is treated as a separate
study which according to Yin (2012) makes the analysis structured and more reliable
in a multiple-case study. When all data is sorted in a logical way it creates a holistic
configuration that can be compared to other cases (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). In
this research, it implies to answer the question about how managers handle capacity
dimensioning for each case, and then put the answers for all cases in relation to each
other. This signifies that it is the same way as doing a synthesis by aggregating
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findings for several studies (Yin, 2012). It is of high importance to ensure that the
findings for each case are reliable in a multiple-case study to not create a snowball
effect of assumptions. If the final findings are based on the in-case findings and these
are based on assumptions or are not fully reliable it then becomes two levels of errors.
To avoid this, one important step is triangulation.
Triangulation is when the consistency of findings are checked and rechecked by using
three or more independent sources (Yin, 2012). This is used to establish converging
evidence that make the findings as vigorous as possible. Thus, the data collection has
been done in line with triangulation, both for data collection methods, respondents
and researchers. This signify that the collected data from different sources have been
compared for one and the same case to see if all findings point in the same direction,
e.g. that respondents’ statements correspond with what is stated in documentations.
The findings from each case have also been compared to each other in order to
examine the consistency and facilitate robust findings. Hence, it is possible to present
similarities and differences in the findings for what applies for all cases and what is
deviating for specific cases. This is further described in the cross-case analysis and the
analysis of findings distinction.
2.5.2

Cross-case analysis

The cross-case analysis partly includes the triangulation because of the comparison of
cases, but instead of just checking the consistency the cross-case analysis entails
comparison of cases to find similarities and differences that is related to theory
(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008; Mills et al., 2009). Thus, the cross-case analysis also
imply that the findings from the case studies are put in contrast to the literature studies
to illustrate gaps between theory and practice (Yin, 2012). To map out the differences
and similarities between cases and theory enables the researchers to identify trends
and relationships. Further, it is possible to create themes for these links by coding,
which are often described by chronological order or thematic order (Eriksson &
Kovalainen, 2008). In this research, the thematic coding is considered most
appropriate due to the possibility to make themes and conceptual categories, where
the coding can facilitate to link patterns further. The coding is to facilitate
classification and labeling of the features in the empirical data into themes (Eriksson
& Kovalainen, 2008). When themes are established these can be compared further to
investigate patterns and trends, which is included in the last part of the analysis.
2.5.3

Analysis of findings distinction

The last part of the analysis is concentrated to look at the themes, investigate potential
patterns as well as recognizing trends. For example, the patterns can be investigated to
see if production strategy and the challenges with capacity dimensioning is connected.
This analysis is done based on the established themes. In connection to this it is
possible to recognize trends for how managers handle capacity dimensioning. To
deliver reliable results it is considered appropriate to present findings that are general
for all the cases as well as contradicting findings where one or a few cases differ from
the rest. It does not imply that one or the other is right or wrong, just that the findings
differ. This research aims to illustrate the current situation in the area and therefore it
is especially important to delineate the whole picture to make it credible.
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2.6 Trustworthiness
To evaluate a research the basic framework to do this is from the concepts of validity,
reliability and generalizability (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). Although, these
concepts has been argued to be less accurate for qualitative research (Bryman & Bell,
2011). The quality of qualitative research should instead be expressed in the concept
of trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), containing the aspects of credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability.
The criteria of credibility signify that the collected data and the studied phenomenon
are accurately and well described (Given & Saumure, 2008). The credibility is
ensured by triangulation and a technique described by Bryman and Bell (2011) as
respondent validation. The technique implies that the research findings are submitted
to the respondents for confirmation, that the context is correctly understood and thus
that the interpretations make sense. Further, the respondents are asked to describe
their answers deeper in some cases to understand the underlying thoughts.
If similarities in the research findings can be found for other research contexts the
idea of transferability is fulfilled (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). The idea is not
about replication, it is about providing thick descriptions about the context so that it is
possible for others to judge if the findings, or parts of it, can be applicable in other
contexts (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This is done by presenting empirical data for all
cases and the appurtenant data analysis. Further, using a multiple-case study design
enhances the transferability.
All the activities providing information to the reader about the research process
establish trustworthiness in the qualitative research (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008).
Because of the fact that the constantly changing social environment averts the
qualitative research to generate the exact same findings twice, the dependability relies
on descriptions of context and procedure for the qualitative research to enable similar
findings if similar conditions are applied (Given & Saumure, 2008). Specifically, it is
to describe the context and procedure so that others can determine whether or not the
findings make sense given the collected data. This is done by presenting the interview
questions and the empirical data.
Confirmability is about the need to ensure that interpretations and collected data are in
line with the findings (Given & Saumure, 2008). This means that no claims should be
made up by imagination or researcher bias (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). The
researcher bias is considered decreased by audio-recoding the interviews and creating
transcript summaries that enable reviewing the data several times. As earlier
described, the research analysis is based on triangulation and cross-case analysis. The
use of these analysis techniques together with a presentation of the analysis process
increases the confirmability.
Except the concept of trustworthiness, one general approach for qualitative research is
to be comprehensive, systematic and consistent in in the procedures (Easterby-Smith
et al., 2015). In this research it implies to be transparent and reflexive, to explain
research design and procedure decisions together with continuous awareness of how
the surroundings influence the interpretation of empirical data.
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2.7 Ethical considerations
The ethical considerations in the area of capacity dimensioning are closely correlated
with the welfare of employees because of the fact that the human capacity can vary
depending on daily conditions. This entails that further research to develop formulas
for capacity dimensioning need to scrutinize how it influences the health of
employees. In other words, that a formula should not negatively impact employee
health by forcing out capacity instead of increasing the number of employees or
capacity of machines. This particular research focuses on mapping the present state of
how to handle the strategic decision making of capacity dimensioning, where the
ethical considerations concern the research process rather than the outcomes of the
research.
Participation in this research has been voluntary, where the researchers have informed
that all respondents have the right to be anonymous. This was the case for some
respondents and therefore in respect to the request the decision was made to keep all
respondents anonymous, which includes company and respondent names as well as
the location. Thus, the respondents are referred to as their position within the
company. This is in accordance to Bell and Bryman (2006) identified key principles
for research ethics including the protection of research participants and the integrity of
the research community. Furthermore research data are ensured confidentiality, where
all company specific information in the research has been used after permission from
the respondents. Informed consent is an important ethical issue (Blumberg et al.,
2011), that the participating respondents understand the research, their roles in it as
well as potential risks and benefits (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). To ensure informed
consent the respondents have received information in written text before interviews.
Moreover, the respondents have had the final word before publishing any information
within the research.
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3 Theoretical framework
In this chapter the literature used within this research is presented. Because the lack
of literature within capacity dimensioning the aim is to provide knowledge for
theories related to capacity dimensioning. First, capacity management and capacity
dimensioning are defined by the capacity concept. The capacity strategies, planning
and control are described, followed by a short introduction of manufacturing contexts
and flow-drivers to give the reader an understanding of how the case companies have
been categorized in the analysis.

3.1 The capacity concept
Capacity management is a widely used terminology and therefore the researchers’
view is conferred by the capacity concept. Bozarth and Handfield (2013) argue that
planning can be divided into three levels; strategic, tactical and detailed. Capacity can
be defined as the total productive capability of all resources including machinery and
workforce (Alp & Tan, 2008). Capacity management is a vital part of the
manufacturing and is seen as an overall concept of handling capacity. Further, it is
seen as a comprehensive terminology for all the capacity issues from strategic
planning to day-to-day scheduling. It includes everything from strategies and designs
to plans and execution, which is illustrated by the surrounding box in Figure 3.
The order winner and qualifiers should be taken into consideration in decisions
regarding capacity strategies (Morash, 2001). The budget, reliability in forecasts,
company vision and other aspects may also be considered. When continuing to
capacity planning, the sales and operations planning (S&OP) is commonly used to
connect the strategy with the planning. An aggregated plan is created to give a view of
required capacity and is the foundation for the master plan. When approaching the
start of manufacturing the capacity control is of importance where focus is on
managing the available capacity to ensure that the plans are carried out to meet
customer demand. Capacity dimensioning is the process within capacity management
where the level of capacity is determined to be able to meet the demand. It is
performed for capacity strategy, planning and control, going from the long-term to
short-term perspectives. Capacity dimensioning decisions can be regarding the
number of manufacturing facilities, the operational capacity of each facility and the
level of flexibility in the manufacturing to handle uncertainties.

Figure 3. Understanding the capacity concept
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The capacity issue within capacity dimensioning is to provide sufficient capacity of
the right type and at the right time to meet the customer demand for the planning
period (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). Capacity of the right type considers all types of
capacity, although human resources and machinery are the capacity sources
investigated in this research. As seen in Figure 3 the capacity dimensioning reach over
the capacity strategy, capacity planning and ends in the middle of capacity control.
The strategic level, including investment and planning strategies, set the boundaries
for the next level (Jacobs et al., 2011). This implies that the chosen strategies
influence how the capacity planning is preformed which in turn influence the capacity
control.
The capacity dimensioning on a strategic level may consider issues as buildings and
strategies regarding flexibility, while it on a planning level can be decisions for the
operational capacity within a production facility. In the capacity control, more
precisely the order planning and scheduling there may be a need of capacity
adjustment because of uncertainties in the demand or the capacity availability. In the
capacity control adjustments in the capacity may be done if needed. Although, these
changes as reallocating capacity in the last part of execution are more correct to call
capacity management because the capacity should already be dimensioned at an
earlier stage. Both the capacity management and the capacity dimensioning set limits
for the subsequent levels.
In the following sub-chapters theories are presented to gain a deeper understanding of
the different levels in Figure 3. Reasons for management are deliberated and the
capacity dimensioning part is explained.
3.1.1

Capacity strategies

Investment strategies
Lead strategy and lag strategy are the two fundamental capacity strategies for capacity
changes (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012), which are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Lead and Lag strategy
(Based on Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984)
Lead strategy is a proactive strategy where capacity is obtained in advance based on
forecasted levels of demand (Hill & Hill, 2012), both for increased and decreased
demand (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012). An increasing demand together with a lead
strategy provides volume flexibility, which can result in gained market shares for the
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company. Further, this entail taking risks of investing in capacity that may not be fully
utilized or lead to shortage and loss of market shares if the capacity level is decreased
before the actual demand (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012). The counterpart to the lead
strategy is the lag strategy where changes in the capacity level are made when the
changes in demand are stated and not just a forecast (Hill & Hill, 2012). Therefore, it
is a reactive strategy where the company often let the demand increase to a certain
point before investing in capacity. To not lose market shares, changes are often made
in stock levels or delivery times but can have negative effects as high stock levels or
backlogs to a greater extent than the lead strategy. Although a combination of lead
strategy and lag strategy is the most common to not go to the extreme and always
have overcapacity or undercapacity (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012).
Planning strategies
The utilization of available capacity in operations can be based on different strategies.
The two main strategies are called level strategy and chase strategy (Vollmann et al.,
2011). The level strategy imply that manufacturing capacity is not adapted to
variations in demand, rather the use of stock and delivery times are fully utilized (Hill
& Hill, 2012). The second strategy, the chase strategy is the opposite and implies that
the capacity utilization is adapted to the demand in every planning period (Vollmann
et al., 2011). Accordingly, in a make-to-stock production strategy only the cycle stock
would be necessary or used (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). In a make-to-order
production strategy, on the other hand, the chase strategy could cause variations in
delivery times as a result of the variations in workload. This is not a matter of course,
it depends on the flexibility in the capacity. Both the level and chase strategy are
illustrated in general terms in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Level and chase strategy
(Based on Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984)
Both of these strategies are representing extremes, as in the case of lead and lag
strategies. Thus, most companies use a combination for capacity utilization where
delivery times and stocks are used to different degrees instead of following one
extreme or the other (Hill & Hill, 2012). According to Olhager et al. (2001) there are
possibilities to connect the investment and planning strategies, where the chase
strategy and lead strategy together provide a focus on flexibility and availability.
When instead combining a level with a lag strategy the focus is on utilization, while
level with lead may open up for possibilities to postpone investments. The last
combination, chase together with a lag strategy may cause problems by lack of
recourses (Olhager et al., 2001). Capacity dimensioning is performed to fulfill the
chosen strategies and goals.
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3.1.2

Capacity planning

S&OP
It is of importance to understand that one planning method that works perfectly fine
for one company can be a totally wrong approach for another, the method/strategy
should instead be chosen based on the companies characteristics (Jonsson & Matsson,
2003; Holweg & Helo, 2014; Holweg, 2005). The characteristics can be seen as
demand, type of products or manufacturing characteristics (Jonsson & Matsson,
2003), or based on the product, process and value chain (Holweg & Helo, 2014).
S&OP is the overall planning of manufacturing, workforce and inventory levels
(Bozarth & Handfield, 2013). The S&OP set the strategic frame for all decisions on
lower level and is the link between the strategy and subordinated planning.
Accordingly, the S&OP has its base in the business plans, business goals and future
visions (Proud, 1994). By doing this plan, companies assure that required resources
are available to fulfill the future visions. S&OP is often performed on a product
family level, meaning that products are grouped after characteristics. This to facilitate
the planning and makes it easier to create an overall plan for both capacity and
material (Ling & Goddard, 1988). The S&OP is usually set for 18 months or longer,
but it depends on the type of business, the product lead-time as well as how fast the
manufacturing can adapt to the demand together with the intensity of new product
releases in the market. To ensure that the S&OP is current it should be updated
continuously, at least once a month (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). In this long-term
planning the capacity is dimensioned for the future manufacturing, which will be
more thoroughly explained in the coming S&OP process.
The S&OP process
S&OP is about demand management, to enable an effective balance of supply and
demand where the understanding of strategies and demand is translated into actual
plans (Christopher, 2011; Olhager et al., 2001). Chopra and Meindl (2010) argue that
the forecast should be on an aggregated level to be successful in the planning of
resources on this level. This because a forecast on aggregated level is more secure
than for specific products (Jacobs et al., 2011). The S&OP process is illustrated in
Figure 6.
The first step is to generate an aggregated demand forecast (Thoméa et al., 2012).
Companies often try to achieve the impossible: to forecast at stock-keeping-unit level
too far ahead in time, which decrease the forecast accuracy (Christopher, 2011).
According to Christopher (2011) it is recommended to first work on aggregated level
based on statistical data for product families and global demand instead of individual
customers in individual countries. The second step is to modify the forecast,
preferably with a collaborative approach with joint supplier/customer process. Here
key customers should be involved and the forecast modified to include specific
intelligence on current market conditions and events (Cochran & Uribe, 2005). Then,
a cross-functional approach is preferred where marketing, sales, operations and supply
chain employees meet at regular intervals where the former two present the modified
sales forecast from step two and the latter provide information about potential
constraints for achieving the forecast (Christopher, 2011). Syntetosa et al. (2016)
summarize it with aligning the demand creation with the demand fulfillment.
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Figure 6. The S&OP process (Christopher, 2011, p.90).
A capacity plan should be created from a product family level for the planning period
(Jacobs et al., 2011). Basically to see what the capacity and supply requirements are to
fulfill the forecast (Cochran & Uribe, 2005). If the company cannot fulfill the
requirements, decisions need to be made for what actions should be taken, if
additional capacity has to be found or not (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). As the time
until production start gets closer, the forecast should become more accurate. It can
become more based on real demand if the information sharing in the supply chain
increase so that manufacturing can be based on what is happening in the final
marketplace and not only try to understand the signals from customer orders (Ellis,
2011). Performance measure should aim on reducing the lead-time gap by time
compression and increased visibility in the supply chain (Chopra & Meindl, 2010).
Measurement on perfect order achievement (on-time*in-full*error-free, %) in
comparison to the inventory and capacity required to achieve the level is a real test of
how well the S&OP is working (Christopher, 2011). To become competitive and
responsive the concept “forecast for capacity, execute against demand” is the way to
work.
Master scheduling and capacity planning
The next level after the S&OP is the master scheduling and capacity planning, which
usually takes place about 6-12 months before planned production start. The focus
changes from product families to individual products (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). In
this activity it is determined when specific products will be manufactured and how
many products and capacity that will be available if facing increased demand (Bozarth
& Handfield, 2013). The master scheduling and capacity planning is the link between
the customer order management and manufacturing (Jonsson & Ivert, 2015). When
having a master schedule the available-to-promise (ATP) is a useful tool for order
promising to the customers, mainly because ATP makes it easier to see available
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capacity and material (Bozarth & Handfield, 2013). The master scheduling and
capacity planning should follow the decisions from the S&OP.
3.1.3

Capacity control

Order planning and scheduling
The order planning and scheduling generally takes place about 1-6 months before
approaching the production of customer orders. Here it is of importance to make sure
that all items or components that are included in each product is available at the right
time (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012). Compared to the master scheduling the plan is now
detailed with more exact time limits so that the customer will receive the products
when promised. Companies usually have a computerized system for planning, where
it is of high importance that the input information is accurate. If any numbers are
wrong the plan will be incorrect which increase the importance of correct data for
lead-times, order quantities, quality levels and inventory needs (Bozarth & Handfield,
2013). According to Bozarth and Handfield (2013) it is common that companies,
because of this complexity, use buffers as safety stock and safety lead-time to
decrease the risk of delayed deliveries to the customers.
Execution and control
Execution and control is the last phase for capacity planning. It is the last day or even
hours before the production starts, but also includes decisions during operations if the
capacity availability changes (Jacobs et al., 2011). During this phase the capacity level
is set and the company can only make small changes to it (Jonsson & Mattsson,
2012). If the manufacturing face problems that cause delays, for example because of
inoperative machinery or employee absence, one way to cover for this is by
redirecting capacity. Redirecting capacity can be to borrow capacity from other parts
of the company, hire extra capacity from external parties or ask the employees to
work overtime (Chaturvedi & Martinez-de-Albeniz, 2015). Uncertainties should be
accounted for in the capacity dimensioning to minimize the risk of problems that
affect the customers.

3.2 Manufacturing contexts and flow-drivers
The three flow-drivers forecast, customer order and plan contribute to different
degrees of uncertainties that the buffers in terms of material and capacity need to
manage. Within capacity the use of security time or an over-dimensioned capacity
level may secure the delivery (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012). Forecasts signify that
manufacturing is based on expected demand, while customer order as a flow-driver
implies that manufacturing is initiated by received customer order (Lumsden, 2012).
Plan driven manufacturing is based on long-term delivery plans, where the plan in the
close future is often fixed based on customer order. The character of how the
operations are carried out can be classified into different strategies, which are based
on how much of the manufacturing is initialized by customer order (Jacobs et al.,
2011). In other words, the manufacturing strategies are in respect to the customer
order decoupling point (CODP) which is the point where the product goes from
general and not predetermined to fulfilling customer requirements (Vollmann et al.,
2011). All activities after this point are initiated by customer order, i.e. are performed
only when customer orders are received (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). The most
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common manufacturing strategies are engineer-to-order (ETO), make-to-order
(MTO), assembly-to-order (ATO), make-to-stock (MTS) and make-to-plan (MTP).
The position of the CODP for these different types of manufacturing strategies is
illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Customer order decoupling point
When the product is more or less engineered to customer specifications the
manufacturing strategy is ETO (Vollmann et al., 2011). MTO is similar but with the
difference that the product is engineered and prepared for manufacturing (Jonsson &
Mattsson, 2009). In this strategy the manufacturing starts first when a customer order
is received. To determine variants of a product based on customer order when all
input materials and components are procured or manufactured and kept in stock, the
manufacturing strategy is ATO (Vollmann et al., 2011). The MTS strategy is based on
completely standardized products that are produced and kept in stock awaiting
customer order. The manufacturing is in this strategy initiated by forecasts, delivery
plans or stock levels instead of customer orders (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009). The
MTP strategy can include both standardized and customer specific products, where
the manufacturing is plan driven.
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4 Empirical data
In this chapter the studied companies are presented, first by providing general
information about the company for an understanding of the context. Next, information
about the capacity management as whole is conferred for each company separately.
All data published in this chapter has been approved and verified by the respondents.

4.1 Overview case companies
General information of the companies are presented in Figure 8 to get an
understanding of the company context including type of industry, products, size etc.
All presented numbers are approximate for the businesses in Sweden. The companies
are anonymous and therefore are the company names exchanged to Company A,
Company B and so forth. Company F1 and Company F2 are two separated divisions
within one business group, which give them the same letter.
Type(of(industry
Product
Market(range

Company(A
Company(B
Lightning
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Company(D
Company(E
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Europe-and-Asia
Europe
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Global
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Job(shop(layout:-FuncYonal-workshop-were-machines-of-similar-type-are-gathered-and-work-as-a-shared-resource-group-for-a-number-of-products.Cellular(layout:(Flow-shop-were-maschines-of-diﬀerent-types-are-gathered-for-one-product-group.Assembly(line:(Products-are-assembled-through-a-line.*-Employees-or-Turnover-for-the-business-group-in-Sweden.--In-the-other-cases-the-numbers-are-for-the-visited-business-site.-
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Handheld
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Global

Company(J
Automotive

Engine
over-190countries,-allcontinents
Global

Company(K
Communication

Company(L
Vehicle-

Company(M
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North-and-LatinAmerica,-Asia,Europe
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Cellular-layout-inassembly-andmachines
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LeadMtime

LeadMtime
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LeadMtime
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Figure 8. Overall description of companies
As seen in Figure 8, all the companies are international and several are even global.
All the companies, except two, manufacture differentiated types of products.
Company D and Company F1 actually have a partnership relation and this results in
that none of the participated companies are direct competitors to each other. The
different types of industries generate different challenges and views on capacity
dimensioning, which is described further for each company in the following subchapter.
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4.2 The case companies’ capacity concept
In this sub-chapter information is provided about the capacity management including
capacity dimensioning and planning at the studied companies. The information is
divided into sections for each company to facilitate a deeper understanding of the
company situation related to the capacity dimensioning. In Appendix 2, the empirical
data is summarized and categorized based on the presented theoretical data, together
with the researchers’ definitions of what the categorizations implies.
Company A
Company A´s customers buy a complete solution and during the last years a slow but
steadily increasing demand has been seen. 55% of sold products are make-to-stock
and the rest of the products are make-to-order. The sales department provides a sales
forecast for the coming 12 months, which is updated every month and divided into
one capacity plan and one manufacturing plan. These are not necessary looking as the
sales forecast because the company needs to fit the demand with available time and
capacity. The forecast has been improved with deviations today around 5%, thus
manual adjustments in the forecast are continuously decreasing. The number of
working days available is considered and from this the plan and the pace in the
manufacturing are set. A level strategy is used to even out the manufacturing. To meet
the capacity requirements in a successful way close a communication with sales and
suppliers is crucial.
The company has a lead strategy in machinery where more capacity is available than
what is requested to meet customer demand. The manufacturing is quite flexible
because it is possible to manufacture the same product in several different
manufacturing areas. The flexibility makes the planning more complicated but also
increase the utilization and efficiency in the processes available. The strategy for
human resources follow a strategy where increase in capacity is done when there is an
actual demand that needs to be met. This strategy is considered to work well because
of the flexibility in employees. The ability to quickly increase the working-time using
overtime or consultants increases the flexibility, where a competence list facilitates to
put the right person on the right place. The company can also outsource and place
orders on strategic suppliers to meet demand. Although, the manufacturing is
following a level strategy to even out the capacity requirements where inventory
handle small variations in demand.
One of the biggest challenges for Company A is the big mix of products, which
increases with the trend towards big projects. This challenge is handled by rising the
flexibility in the manufacturing but also by close contact with suppliers and
customers. The Logistic Manager states that cooperation across the borders is the best
way to achieve success.
Company B
The manufacturing is mainly assembly with only a few machines involved, fully
driven by customer orders. The market is steadily increasing, much because of the
high quality standard products. A sales forecast is made by the sales department and is
delivered to the management team, which then is revised based on experience and
statistics when needed. The forecast is used for material requirement planning and
potential changes in the capacity level. Customers often order early in advance and
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thus the manufacturing can be planned in advance, based on the need and the order
stock. A steady pace in the manufacturing is desirable but follows demand in practice.
Human resources are the main capacity source at Company B, where yearly
productivity goals are set. The introduction time is considered short and employees
can work at different working stations. The strategy is to have 10-15% consultants to
handle temporary changes in demand, when the percentage goes beyond this limit for
a while the management team makes a decision of employment instead. This decision
is based on forecast, statistics of demand and known customer orders. The capacity
requirements are re-evaluated each month, but the capacity is rarely considered fixed
because of opportunities to utilize consultants and over-time. The capacity in
machinery has so far extensive overcapacity. This overcapacity was chosen because
the top management is aiming for an increasing demand, where the machines are
flexible and can handle the most products.
Uncertainties in the manufacturing are handled by starting the manufacturing one
week earlier than needed to have a security time for delivery. According to the COO,
the capacity management is relatively easy because the market provide orders long
before delivery, the short introduction time and the possibility to use consultants. The
planning could be facilitated by a better ERP system that provides a better foundation
for forecasts. Support is considered a priority to gain market shares in the future.
Company C
The market of medicals has extremely high demand on hygiene, which is part of the
reasons for highly automatic manufacturing lines that are fixed. Especially because
the products are really specific and require different processes. The manufacturing is
purely driven by forecasts and is make-to-stock. The forecasts are received from the
market units that the production units follow without making any significant
interventions. Demand has been underestimated and resulted in that the manufacturing
went from one working shift a day, to keep the machines running constantly. A
conclusion of how to handle the situation has been to exchange to more efficient
machines and to adjust the product to make them easier to produce. The choice to
increase the capacity level has not been considered hard because the demand just
continues to rise, but the pay-off time is considered in the decisions of machinery.
The constantly increase in demand is complex to handle in human resources because
of the introduction time of 3-4 months and that a certain certification is needed in this
type of market. Therefore, company C employ more people than necessary to ensure
to have qualified employees that secure uncertainties in demand. There has been and
will continue to be a need to plan in advance regarding human resources, according to
the Operations Director.
Company D
The capacity dimensioning is done on a product group level and not for specific
products. Capacity dimensioning is considered the work and decision making to have
the right amount of capacity when the need arises. First for a wide perspective, then
for each production unit. When the capacity level is set, the work is to handle day-today problems.
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The manufacturing is primarily driven by forecast and make-to-stock products but
customer orders and make-to-order products also exist. Forecasts are divided into
several levels, everything from product groups in general to products for specific
distribution centers. Once a month the forecast on product group level is re-evaluated
by central demand planners and the product management, with the time horizon of up
to 16 months ahead. An overall analysis of the surrounding market situation is also
done as a risk assessment, where potential changes in the forecasts are made based on
experience and in consideration with the market analysis. At last, the forecasts are
sent to the management team for approval. The capacity level is analyzed based of the
forecast, where decisions regarding machinery are done 16-24 months in advance as
long as the indications point on that demand will carry the costs.
The strategy for human resources is more reactive because of the ability to use
temporary employment contracts as well as a time bank that can be used for overtime
in peaks and paid leave in troughs. Consultancy firms are not used today to handle
variations in the capacity need but will be used within the near future. In the 16months forecast on product group level the purpose is to identify potential gaps in
capacity, both overcapacity and undercapacity. Here a plan is created to keep the
capacity need even for big fluctuations in demand. In other words, to have a level
strategy that still to some extent is following the demand for smaller and temporary
demand changes. The manufacturing is not that flexible, even though there are
potential for it, because the lack of standard procedures. Instead flexibility is reached
through human resources, where daily problems can be handled by appointing
employees where it is needed in the manufacturing.
With 30 000 different products one challenge is to handle the product mix. Company
D argues that inventory is used because it is considered generating a lower cost than
what capacity costs. Although, overcapacity in machinery is considered needed
because no customer order should be missed because of lack of capacity in
machinery.
Company E
The demand is considered stable but low compared to before the financial crisis.
Variations in demand are handled by building inventory based on forecasts. The
challenge is to predict the demand in terms of product mix. The manufacturing
process is initiated by stock levels, customer orders and delivery plans. The overall
plan for capacity is set on a three-year basis, which is controlled and revised yearly in
the budgeting process. The capacity for machinery is set based on the three-year plan
but new machines are strategic decisions and needs to be valid for a time horizon of at
least 15 years, which means that those decisions are based on other parameters than
for capacity dimensioning in the near future. Alternatives as outsourcing are
considered for certain activities of the manufacturing. The three-year plan in
machinery focus on how to utilize existing capacity in the best way possible, which is
handled by adjusting the number of working shifts. Regulating the machine utilization
is considered appropriate due to overcapacity in machinery. To even out the workload
a level strategy is used.
The company has a forecast where the focus is on quarterly basis for each customer.
This forecast is processed and validated by the marketing units, where each customer
gets a part of the capacity reserved and when the capacity is full the system does not
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accept new orders. Consultants are not used due to complicated processes but also to
ensure the right quality. The flexibility is rather low because of the specific tasks, with
an introduction time between 1,5-6 months. The aim is to have the exact amount of
employees needed but use a 5 % safety margin for absence.
The product mix makes the capacity dimensioning more complicated, today solved by
varying the level of employees and building inventory. The quality of the forecast is
not measured today, most of the forecast goes directly in the system and others are
manually entered with some justifications based on experience. Reducing lead-times
and increasing flexibility in capacity are considered counterparts to succeed because
lead-times are essentially known but forecasts are mostly uncertain.
Company F1
The manufacturing is initiated by a combination of forecasts and customer orders. The
sales department makes the forecasts of how much make-to-order is expected based
on statistics with an assessment of how much the number will increase or decrease.
The forecast is first on a five-year basis for how the market is expected to change and
then 18 months rolling. Based on the forecast the capacity is reserved in
manufacturing for the expected demand in terms of number of products. If the
capacity level in the production units are to high or low, changes are made based on
the forecast. The drawback in the planning is that the capacity dimensioning has been
sub-optimized at the different production units. Company F1 reserve and dimension
capacity based on number of products, and does not provide information about
material or manufacturing time. This is a challenge that hopefully changes in the
future especially since there is a big product mix.
The complexity of reality is the hardest thing with capacity dimensioning according to
the Supply Chain Planning Manager. The policy has been to trust the forecast, which
has been wrong and made it hard to find a good service level at low costs. Thus,
justifications are now made to the forecast based on experience. Although, it is
considered that the capacity dimensioning should become driven from the customer
side. The business intelligence department looks at the market from one week up to
several years ahead to weight potential risks before investing in machinery. There is a
need of a better system that can help the capacity planning and dimensioning, today
even big orders appear in the system one lead-time before delivery which creates
problems in bottle-necks that are not optimal utilized. The flexibility in capacity of
human resources has been handled by time banks but the plan is to instead go towards
a strategy where peaks and troughs will be handled by consultants. The flexibility in
machines are different for different products but the products are often developed to
enable manufacturing in different production units. The same thoughts apply for
human resources. Some manufacturing areas require a wide knowledgebase with a
long introduction time, while other areas are easier and have a shorter introduction
time.
Company F2
The market has been in recession but Company F2 has a steady demand that as a
whole is increasing. The company considers the manufacturing as purely make-tostock, with some exceptions for non-stock items that have a lower demand. The global
planning function work with the forecast to estimate the expected demand for three
years ahead, but mainly for one year ahead with monthly revaluations where manual
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adjustments and investigations for potential investments are made. Some customers
provide information far in advance and therefore it is possible to make adjustments
based on both forecast and known information, were some margins may be applied.
The yearly forecast is on an aggregated level for product groups. New investments in
machinery need to be done based on the three-year forecast because it takes about 18
months for implementation. Although, other alternatives as process improvements and
subcontracting are deliberated before investments. Because of the fact that
investments are made based on forecasts the company applies a lead strategy in
machinery, although an overcapacity in machinery exists since 2008.
The one-year forecast is distributed into a four-month plan to manufacturing on stockkeeping-unit level, revaluated every month in consideration with the key performance
indicators. A weekly pace is set to have an even manufacturing level to the extent it is
possible and actions made to work towards set goals. uncertainties are taken into
consideration based on statistics, which results in some overcapacity if everything
works as expected. There is a policy that within three months the manufacturing
should be able to increase 30% in capacity.
There are some flexibility in human resources, were the employees often have
knowledge for several process steps and have a time-bank used in peaks and troughs.
Consultancy firms are used to 10-20%, if exceeded it is said that employment should
be done. The introduction period in manufacturing is between one week up the half a
year depending on the complexity. Flexibility is also gained in the number of working
shifts. Subcontractors are also used to handle variations in demand, where parts or full
products are outsourced. Today the planning is mostly on a product family level and
not product level, which is a challenge because the forecast is based on number of
products without information about manufacturing time or material requirement. This
results in that the available capacity varies a lot depending on the product mix. It is
hard to only rely on a total cost calculation because some things cannot be properly
valued, overcapacity have saved and retained customers in the past.
The supporting systems for capacity dimensioning are outdated and knowledge is
concatenated to the employees, which makes the decision making vulnerable and less
efficient. Further, capacity dimensioning is considered to be about communication, to
share information for what will happen for materials, availability, planned
maintenance etc. Securing the processes facilitates the work by shorter lead-times and
higher reliability.
Company G
The demand has been decreasing but is now stabilized. The company has always tried
to plan for satisfying extra demand by a control chart where it is planned for 30%
extra material four months ahead, three months ahead with 20%, two months ahead
15% and to have maximum 10% over forecast in the current month. The flexibility in
the forecast exists to handle uncertainties, which has worked by close interaction with
suppliers. The capacity dimensioning is considered the work with having the capacity
affordable and distribute the resources as efficient as possible. Changes need to be
made if the demand on profitability is not fulfilled, but big decisions regarding the
capacity level have six months delay to ensure that it is not temporary or seasonal
variations.
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The company primarily manufactures make-to-stock products, but also make-to-order
products. In the S&OP a forecast on five-year basis is constructed for the strategic
capacity dimensioning, based on market analysis and statistical data from past
performance. A forecast is made for four months ahead, where statistics play an
important role but then a qualitative estimation is done in consideration with the sales
department and product managers. The sales department has been capable to predict
the demand, which has made the forecast reliable with small deviations. Based on the
forecast a pace in the manufacturing is set and the needed amount of human resources
is adjusted to this pace. The budget is also involved to see what is affordable. Absence
is taken into consideration in the capacity dimensioning based on gut feeling and
experience and thus there is some overcapacity when everything is working as it
should. This extra capacity is often questioned. The employees have a competence list
and can be distributed to the critical need. If the demand is predicted to stay on a
higher level the next thing is to decide if the number of working shifts should increase
with current employees or also increase the amount of employees. The former is often
preferred because training new employees takes about 1-3 months and consultancy
firms are not used.
The effort with machinery has been to work on the utilization and become more
efficient with the existing machines. The capacity strategy in machinery is generally
following a lead and level strategy to the extent possible. Short lead-times are
considered to make it hard to have a level strategy but the combination of make-toorder and make-to-stock products makes it possible. The biggest challenge with
capacity dimensioning is to make everybody to see the big picture, to stop suboptimizing and instead work together. This is solved by communication.
Company H
The demand is stable for Company H. Most of the customer orders are made far in
advance which facilitates the planning. The manufacturing is fully driven by customer
orders, where the overall capacity level is based on forecast and adjusted to the
current situation. The forecast is for one year ahead and continuously updated by the
management team. Although, the forecasts have errors and therefore monthly
discussions between sales and manufacturing are made to make manual adjustments
when needed. In the process of forecast adjustments the close interaction with sales is
crucial to set sufficient levels of capacity and input materials. The policy is to
purchase raw materials when an actual order exists but if material is not available
when needed the order can be lost to competitors. Thus, it is some gambling involved
in the processes.
To set the capacity level for human resources is considered relatively easy because of
a short introduction time in manufacturing and the possibility to use over-time when
needed. The hard part is considered the decisions so that the right people are at the
right place. Temporary peaks in demand are mostly handled by consultancy firms.
Generally the strategy is to hire employees if increasing demand has been seen for
more than six months. When applicable, employees are moved within the
manufacturing to fill gaps in capacity. The company has overcapacity in machinery in
general. Although, investment in machinery are not the first action to meet increased
demand because of the extensive costs associated with an investment. Instead, the
focus is on increasing the utilization by the number of working shifts as well as
working on making the processes more efficient and use the machinery in a more
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efficient way. The manufacturing is following a level strategy to the extent that it is
possible for customer orders placed far in advance, still it is a chase strategy in the
short-term perspective. According to the Supply Chain Manager, the company is a
little too reactive in the processes today.
Company I
Demand is slowly increasing and the company has quite big seasonal variations. The
manufacturing is fully driven by forecast and triggered by stock levels. The company
makes forecasts at several levels, one for 48 months ahead then 12 months basis for
expected demand from the sales organization. The latter is updated monthly or more
frequently if needed, in detail for each product. At this stage it is an unconstrained
forecast that is discussed together with the manufacturing department to make
appropriate adjustments. Of course every department want to optimize their part but in
the end the total cost determines how the strategy will be, sometimes it is to build
inventory and in other cases it is to increase or decrease the capacity level. Thus the
manufacturing strategy varies from a level strategy where inventory is built in periods,
to a chase strategy for other parts when extreme seasonal variations exists.
Equipment is relatively cheap in the assembly and therefore overcapacity is better
than the expensive alternative of more working shifts. Changes of the number of
working shifts is done by looking for the trend one year forward and thus what the
need is in form of human resources to match the pace in manufacturing. The company
has a lead strategy in general for machinery but makes sure to utilize it the best way
possible before making new investments. The policy is to handle 10% increase of
demand within 4 weeks. For processes where the lead-time for capacity increase is
long, the planning is done more than 12 months ahead, especially decisions regarding
make or buy. Short-term planning is to decide if tools can be provided for subcontract
work or to increase the number of working shifts. Flexibility is the key to handle
uncertainties, both in machinery and human resources. The aim is to have 15%
consultancy in the total workforce during low season, and more in high season to
handle variations in demand. If demand decrease decisions are made, if inventory
should be built or have layoffs in employees.
According to the Sales and Operations manager, the hardest thing with capacity
dimensioning is that the market is dynamic and thus the conditions change. If the
goals or action plans change, then everything else needs to be adjusted and aligned.
Further it is considered risky to think that “one size fits all” for capacity dimensioning
because it always depends in the complexity of reality. It is a balance between making
it complicated enough to work and simple enough to handle.
Company J
The demand is considered increasing but small margins for profitability has resulted
in a policy that the company should not have expensive excess capacity, which in
some cases leads to undesirable loss of sales. The manufacturing is purely driven by
customer orders, but the capacity level is dimensioned based on expected demand.
The planning is divided into three different planning horizons. First there is the fiveyear plan, which is in cooperation with the marketing department on an aggregated
level. This planning is revised twice a year and is transformed into a long-range plan
(LRP). The LRP is on production unit level for the expected volume and is controlled
against the available capacity to find deviations. The second planning horizon is for
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60 weeks ahead, which is updated every month where the capacity level is set based
on the LRP but adjusted with human resources to the pace in manufacturing. In theory
the plan is fixed 10 days before order start but in practice the production management
discuss the plan, which is the short-term planning. Unexpected events are handled but
the manufacturing is evened out as much as possible. Although, a chase strategy is
more correct when looking on a six months period.
Generally Company J has a lag strategy in capacity dimensioning following the
philosophy that the demand should come first and then the capacity, both in terms of
machinery and human resources. Variations are handled by ensuring flexibility in the
processes. Flexibility in human resources is utilized when needed where the
employees are moved to the bottleneck or handled by the “flexpool” with extra
workers. It is possible to increase the capacity gradually because of scalable
manufacturing, this implies that a parallel operation can be added where needed.
When calculating the capacity need in human resources about 10% extra is added for
absence. When the need is higher than existing capacity, decisions are made based on
the LRP for use of consultancy firms or employment. About 15% of the human
resources are consultants to handle variations in demand, with the downside of todays
introduction period of up to 3 months. Investments are made most often based on
known demand and have great demand on the pay-back time. According to the Senior
Manager the production planning is not that hard if there is a reliable forecast,
available time and pace. The challenge is to make decisions regarding capacity
dimensioning when uncertainties exist. The capacity dimensioning could be facilitated
by more robust and intelligent systems for forecasting and decision making, that
provide optimal recommendations.
Company K
The demand is steady on a high level. The manufacturing includes both make-to-order
and make-to-stock products, although most is make-to-stock. Thus, the manufacturing
is primarily driven by forecast but also customer orders for products with lower or
unstable demand. In the S&OP the local sales offices provide the estimated sales to
the global sales department and set a yearly forecast. Risks are taken into
consideration and plans for the supply chain and production units are created. Here
some strategic justifications are made regarding set goals in customers and service
levels as well as potential risks, revaluated every month. According to the Process
Supervisor Dimensioning Manager the capacity dimensioning is all about connecting
different goals for alignment to ensure forecast fulfillment and flexibility
commitments. The flexibility is set based on experience and how well uncertainties
and variations in demand should be met in the close future. The basic concept for
investments is to weight costs with potential advantages in a discussion with the
product management team.
Variations in demand will in the future be handled more and more by subcontracting
suppliers to keep an even pace internally. Investments in machinery are made based
on expected demand plus a defined flexibility, where investments are made to ensure
that the suppliers have the desired capacity for commitment. Thus, Company K own
some of the equipment but have them at the suppliers production unit. In general a
strategy of investing in machines based on forecast is applied for machinery, which
then can be utilized to different degrees. Uncertainties are taken into consideration by
assuming 80-85% availability where the percentage is based on statistics. Regarding
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human resources the company has overcapacity but tries to be on the exact required
level to meet demand. The flexibility is high in human resources because of the short
introduction time in manufacturing and that the employees can be placed where
needed at the moment.
To complete the puzzle in the global context is considered the biggest challenge in
capacity dimensioning. This can be facilitated by more integrated supply chains to get
the wider picture and get control of the critical capacity. A forecast is a perception of
reality, but to get closer to the reality it would be good to integrate suppliers further.
One of the reasons the capacity dimensioning is working well today is argued to be
the control of input data for decisions together with supportive systems for forecast
and inventory management. To know the capacity, look at the plan, decide flexibility
levels and connects it with overall business decisions are considered important.
Further the product mix is critical but hard to include.
Company L
The demand is quite stable but increasing. The Lean Champion considers effective
capacity dimensioning as vital to decrease costs and it is emphasized that it should be
an active process where Company L has potential for improvements. The problem is
considered to be the mindset where a holistic approach could generate more profit.
The lines in manufacturing can be owned by Company L, the customer or a
combination of both. The lines are dedicated to one customer and have a special
construction for specific types of products. This leads to decreased possibilities to
share resources and maximize utilization.
The manufacturing is initiated by customer orders. Forecasts are made from
customers for expected demand for up to one year ahead, which are updated
continuously and are the basis for a detailed weekly plan. The forecast is not always
followed, depending on statistics and experience some manual adjustments occur. The
overall capacity level is set based on customer contracts that often are valid for 5-7
years ahead. In the contract a maximum capacity is set that needs to be fulfilled if
requested by the customer. Thus, a theoretical capacity is set and some security
capacity is added for handling uncertainties as availability. This leads to extensive
overcapacity in some cases when the customers overestimate the demand. The
strength in this concept is considered to be that if customers require higher capacity
levels then a new contract needs to be agreed on. It creates a safety to only invest
what is requested but also creates problems because it does not encourage to work
with process improvements. The capacity level is not continuously revaluated and the
actual outcome is not compared to the planned outcome. The head of management has
chosen this approach because of small profit margins but have a desire to become
more proactive.
The capacity level in form of human resources is set based on actual demand where
the introduction period in manufacturing is about 3 months before becoming selfsustaining. The capacity need varies weekly because the manufacturing is often
following demand, where 10-20% consultants are used to handle variations. If the
number exceeds 20% or a special competence is requested decisions are made
regarding employment. The employees have a competence list and can be flexible
within their knowledge base and get stationed where needed. Although, this flexibility
does not apply for the machines because of customer dedicated lines. The processes
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are instead secured by buffers and in raw cases subcontracting occur. The Lean
Champion thinks it is important to see the whole picture, to focus on both machinery
and employees to get the right competence. Further communication and cooperation
with customers are considered vital, with a need to facilitate the capacity
dimensioning to become more successful.
Company M
Company M sees an increase in demand over the years. The manufacturing is a
combination of make-to-stock and make-to-order, and thus is initiated partly by
forecasts and partly by customer orders. The products are big and complicated to
distribute, with a delivery lead-time between 6-10 months. The manufacturing starts
about 13 months before delivery and procurement of raw materials starts up to 10
months ahead of that. Thus, some parts need to be forecast driven. In the S&OP
process the forecast is delivered from the sales organization monthly and revaluated
for approximately two years ahead to see if the aggregated demand can be met with
the available capacity. This forecast creates a detailed plan that in some cases is
revised and from which the required capacity is set. For long-term planning a market
analysis is included to consider risks and opportunities. However, investments in
capacity are often connected to the budget process once a year for the coming fiscal
year.
The introduction period in the manufacturing is around two to six months, where the
employees gradually learn more steps to become more flexible. As a result of the
flexibility strategy the usage of consultants can reach a level of about 60-70% in some
areas to handle demand variations. For components subcontracting is used to a great
extent, and in times of low demand company M still tries to order from the
subcontractors to keep them alive until the next peak. Investments in machinery are
based on forecasts, where the desire is to be able to invest more based on demand and
not only what the budget allows. Flexibility in machinery is not broadly applicable
today due to the complexity of the components. Thus, the manufacturing is reliant on
preventive maintenance in order to secure operation of existing processes. In general,
the strategy is to secure the capacity in machinery and materials but only have the
limited amount of own capacity in human resources. Further uncertainties are handled
by security-time for finalizing orders. The manufacturing pace is even to the extent it
is possible but the demand variations can be extensive and thus the machine
utilization may vary by the number of working shifts.
There is a need to have a collective picture of what needs to be done in the same time
as uncertainties exists that needs to be considered. The Sales and Operations Manager
think that the capacity dimensioning can be facilitated if a more holistic perspective is
taken.
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5 Analysis
In this chapter the analysis of the collected empirical data together with theory is
presented to generate the research findings. The analysis is structured in line with the
research questions, where a general process for capacity dimensioning is elaborated
and potential aspects affecting the capacity dimensioning are reflected upon. Further
challenges are described, with a final investigation of similarities and differences in
the capacity dimensioning approach.

5.1 Research question 1
How does managers work with capacity dimensioning in order to balance efficiency
and responsiveness in the continuous operations?
In this sub-chapter the analysis related to the first research question is conferred.
Initially a general process for the capacity dimensioning is presented, followed by
identified aspects that affect the capacity dimensioning.
5.1.1

The capacity dimensioning process

A general process have been identified for capacity dimensioning that is independent
of the type of company, see Figure 9. Some variations occur for specific steps but the
process is overall quite similar for all the investigated companies. Time horizons are
not presented because time is relative where long, medium and short-term are
perceived differently for these companies and that the process can be performed at
different levels and time horizons.
The process in Figure 9 is of general character and iterative, where a long-time
perspective regarding buildings and similar may not consider product group level to
the same extent as shorter time horizons. Although, decisions are often based on a
product group level for the studied companies but then regarding machines and
human resources. Company M is an exception with a forecast on product type level
directly which may be the case because of the low volumes manufactured. Company
L is probably the company that diverge the most and does not follow the presented
process. This because the sales comes first and a capacity level is agreed on, thus the
process may apply for human resources but not machines where the mindset is more
reactive.
All the companies make some kind of market analysis that affect the sales forecast,
which then is converted into a manufacturing forecast after some potential
adjustments. Company D raised special events as sales activities and similar to be
considered making adjustments, where adjustments need to be agreed on before
taking the next step. This forecast/plan is the basis for analyzing the capacity
requirements (and material requirements which not is in focus here). To determine the
capacity requirements the available capacity should to be evaluated by considering
special activities as preventive maintenance, projects as well as set-up times and
absence.
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Figure 9. The capacity dimensioning process
Two different paths may be considered after evaluating the capacity requirements, if
there is enough available capacity or not. If the available capacity is the right amount
the plan can be proceeded and the process start over again in regular intervals and if
there is excess capacity decisions should be made regarding potential actions. If there
is lack of capacity then the company needs to evaluate what source of capacity is
needed, human resources or machines. Then, the next step is to analyze the
alternatives, which is presented further in Figure 10. For Company M the alternatives
are to a great extent affected by looking at what is affordable according to the budget.
Company I point out that the choices are made based on total cost, while Company F2
see this as a problem because soft values are then often forgotten.
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Figure 10. Capacity sources
In Figure 10 alternatives are divided into short, medium and long-term where several
alternatives are placed between different time horizons because it varies dependent on
the company´s current state and the surrounding conditions. For example,
subcontracting can be short-term for a standardized product/component that another
company can provide easily, while it in other cases as for Company K is for longer
time horizons when providing equipment to strategic suppliers. If there is excess
capacity in Figure 9 the stated alternatives in Figure 10 can be reversed in many cases.
For example to fire employees, not have overtime or consultants, decrease the number
of working shifts etc. Either if the capacity level should increase or decrease, a
decision needs to be done and actions made where the results are examined. The
process should be continuous to constantly review the balance between capacity need
and capacity availability. The focus has been on available capacity but the capacity
need can also be adjusted (Ellis, 2011).
When comparing Figure 9 to the S&OP process in the theoretical framework (Figure
6), the processes are quite similar. The biggest difference is that the capacity plan is
taken further to ensure the right capacity level, where potential alternatives are taken
into consideration for different time-horizons.

5.1.2

Aspects affecting the capacity dimensioning

From the presented empirical data some aspects have been identified that presumably
impact how the capacity dimensioning is performed. In Figure 11, the overall aspects
are illustrated based on the researchers’ own interpretations from what has been
mentioned during interviews. Some companies are mentioned for specific aspects,
although it might be applicable for several more of the companies just that it is
underlying facts that the respondents did not think of at the moment of interview.
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Figure 11. Aspects concerning capacity dimensioning
First of all, the budget appears to set the boundaries for the capacity dimensioning.
The companies that discussed the budget as affecting the capacity dimensioning to
some extent are Company E, Company G, Company H and Company M where the
budget affect the alternative capacity sources. Then, there is complexity, referring
primarily to the process complexity, flexibility and product mix. The process
complexity affect the alternative capacity sources because of potential need of specific
resources, while the flexibility as well as the product mix increase the complexity of
capacity planning. The flexibility refers to if products can be manufactured in several
machines and/or if the human resources can handle several of the machines. It relates
and contribute to the complexity in the planning but can generate higher utilization
and even possibly influence the service level. The product mix has been mentioned in
the discussions as a challenge because different mixes can have significant difference
in the time consumed for set-up and manufacturing.
Supply chain integration refers to the relationship to suppliers and customers. In the
case for Company L, the relation is that a specific capacity level is agreed on in a
contract. Company M is instead ensuring a close relationship to suppliers to have
alternative capacity sources when needed, which is essential according to Ponomarov
and Holcomb (2009). In the case of Company M, future capacity is ensured by
continuously providing orders to the supplier on the expense of less utilization in the
own processes when demand is lower than the capacity level internally. This to ensure
the supplier to stay on the market, which is a valuable resource in times of higher
demand. Suppliers are the main concern companies worry about in supply chain
integration, according to Blackhurst et al. (2011). Further the more aligned and
integrated the supply chain is, the more secure input data there are to include in the
capacity dimensioning decisions (Christopher, 2011). Thus, the potential safety
margin in the capacity can be minimized compared to when the uncertainties are
bigger (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2012).
The investment cost for capacity is connected to the budget, but as for Company E
where the investment in machinery is extensive all other options are considered before
a new investment, which affect the alternatives and the capacity dimensioning. For
Company B and Company I the investments in assembly equipment is low which
seem to result in less concern about overcapacity than for capital-intensive resources.
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Policies, strategies and visions cover a lot of aspects. It can be policies for if potential
adjustments to the forecasts are permitted or not, buffer targets for certain
overcapacity to be able to meet a certain increase in demand, to adjust the utilization
to meet a certain profit margin and so forth. It is mainly about risk assessment,
Company K describes it as judgment for what to include and not in the capacity
dimensioning decisions. The flexibility can also be included here, where the active
decisions regarding flexibility affect the capacity dimensioning because it affect the
way of thinking when concluding the current capacity level and capacity adjustments.
To summarize, the capacity dimensioning process is influenced by the overall
thinking in the company where aspects as policies need to be considered in the
decision-making.
Last but not least the competition also affect the capacity dimensioning to some
extent. It relates to several of the mentioned aspects but is declared separately to
recognize that the market conditions in general stipulate different profit margins and
different speed in market movements. This aspect has not been directly distinguished
during interviews but is considered an underlying fact. Other potential aspects that
have not been presented here may be suitable under some of the proposed topics.

5.2 Research question 2
What are the main challenges in capacity dimensioning to balance efficiency and
responsiveness in the continuous operations?
As already mentioned there are many things that affect the capacity dimensioning,
where detected challenges are summarized in Table 3. The challenges are based on
what has been mentioned during interviews, where several of the companies may face
several of the mentioned challenges but has not been clearly stated and is then not
mentioned. Company I argue that capacity dimensioning is complex in reality and a
challenge is to keep the analysis simple enough to handle, but complex enough to
cover the main aspects which also is discussed by Hwarng & Yuan (2014).
Complexity of reality can be seen in all the challenges mentioned in Table 3 and is
therefore not declared as an own heading of main challenges.
Table 3. Challenges in capacity dimensioning
Challenge

Description

Company

Forecast

Uncertainties,in,demand,that,the,forecast,does,not,handle,in,a,
All,except,Company,C
satisfactory,way.,Affects,the,capacity,dimensioning,and,planning.
Communication Maintain,good,communication,channels,to,minimize,uncertainties,and,
A,,F1,,F2,,K,&,M
facilitate,cooperation.
Alignment
,To,,work,towards,overall,vision/goal,,not,subGoptimizing,departments.,
F1,,F2,,G,&,I
Flexibility

Support
Product,mix

Increase,the,complexity,of,capacity,dimensioning,when,products,can,
be,manufactured,in,several,machines,and/or,human,resources,can,
handle,several,machines.
Insufficient,support,in,the,,decision,making,regarding,capacity,
dimensioning:,How,to,choose,capacity,source,and,level.
Derived,from,uncertaintied,in,demand,,creates,further,uncertainties,in,
capacity,requirements,and,complexity,in,the,capacity,dimensioning,
and,planning.,Especially,in,combination,with,flexibility.

A,,E,&,I

F1,,F2,,I,&,J,
A,,D,,E,,F1,&,F2

Almost all respondents stated during interviews that planning based on forecast is a
main struggle, because a forecast is always a forecast and its reliability can often be
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questioned. This contributes to uncertainties for what decisions to make regarding the
capacity dimensioning, especially on long-term horizons where the forecast is often
more uncertain (Christopher, 2011). All companies except the manager at Company C
mention the forecast as critical when it comes to capacity dimensioning. This is
probably the case because of the highly increasing demand where the capacity
availability is scarce and thus is the more immediate challenge.
Uncertainties in demand result in a desire of higher reliability in the forecasts, which
Company A among others argue can increase by good communication in the supply
chain. However, focus should be on understanding the customers’ needs (Morash,
2001). Communication is considered by several of the managers as a key to success
when it comes to capacity dimensioning and planning. Why the importance of
communication is only raised by some managers may be that these companies work
integrated in the supply chain and realize the importance. The importance of
communication primarily comes from the fact that planning can become more based
on actual demand when accurate information is mediated through communication and
not perceived demand that is often the case when specific order quantities and similar
are used (Jüttner et al., 2007). This applies upstream and downstream in the supply
chain to benefit everybody, where customer needs should also reach suppliers and
subcontractors (Scholten & Schilder, 2015). The respondents express that what can be
known should be known to minimize uncertainties.
Communication internally is also crucial to work aligned towards the same goal that is
holistic, Company F1 mentioned that the capacity dimensioning is often suboptimized where every production unit work separately. Company G also raised the
challenge that sub-optimization arises since everybody wants to protect their own part
of the company to fulfill their goals, which increase the need of working in the same
direction by creating and maintaining a vision that everybody follow (Ponomarov &
Holcomb, 2009).
Flexibility is argued by Company A as increasing the possibilities for high capacity
utilization, although it increases the planning complexity as a result of more
alternative routes for a product in the manufacturing (Manuj & Mentzer, 2008). Most
of the case companies tries to have, or wish to have, flexibility in the processes. For
most companies it is often the case that one product in the mix has a higher demand
than others. With flexibility in machines and/or human resources the manufacturing
can easier stay on an even level and still meet customer needs (Nembhard et al.,
2005). High flexibility could therefore possibly decrease the overall level for capacity
requirements which also can stay on a quite even level (Håkansson et al., 2013).
Although, Company G confesses that flexibility in human resources is expensive
because of the cost to educate and when human resources are placed at one
workstation that has changed since last time the performance and knowledge may be
inadequate. This may not apply for easy processes with short introduction period.
As already mentioned, high flexibility increases complexity and therefore more
support is requested by the managers in the form of intelligent systems. At Company
F2 the systems are outdated and are therefore not sufficient support in the decision
making regarding capacity dimensioning. According to Company J supportive
systems are very important, but requires that the right input data can be provided.
Company I rely on total cost calculations that is based on a chosen amount of data,
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which can be insufficient as soft values needs to be taken into consideration according
to Company F2. Although, soft values are difficult to value. During interviews the
product mix was often mentioned as a big challenge because different mixes can make
extensive difference in the capacity requirements and thus make the capacity
dimensioning complicated. The increasing amount of products has contributed to this
challenge since the trend towards higher customization (Trentin et al., 2015; Bozarth
et al., 2009).
To dimension capacity to both be responsive and efficient is a challenge because of
uncertainties. The respondents have exemplified uncertainties in furthermost demand
and in capacity availability, where uncertainties are accounted for in the capacity
dimensioning to decrease the probability of unpleasant surprises. Still, it is a balance
between security and costs, which is a challenge according to the respondents.

5.3 Research question 3
What patterns and trends can be identified within capacity dimensioning?
In this sub-chapter the way the capacity dimensioning is performed at the studied
companies is analyzed considering the used strategies in relation to current situation,
based on the categorized empirical data presented in Appendix 2. In this section some
categories are compared to investigate patterns and relations for a deeper
understanding of the capacity dimensioning approach. In all comparisons, the 14 cases
are included where the numbers in the tables represent the number of companies that
are classified as the categorizations in the comparisons implies. In the presented tables
and figures the abbreviation HR is used for human resources and MR for machine
resources.
5.3.1

Human resources

In Table 4, the relation between the introduction period in manufacturing and
flexibility in human resources are summarized. The introduction period refers to
time it takes for an employee to be self-sustainable in the daily operations, while
flexibility refers to what extent the employees can be placed where needed in
manufacturing.

the
the
the
the

Table 4. Relation introduction period and flexibility HR
Short&&&&&&&&&
Medium&
Long&&&&&&&
introduction&period introduction&period introduction&period
Low&flexibility&HR
0
0
1
Medium&flexibility&HR
2
5
1
High&flexibility&HR
3
2
0

As seen in Table 4, none of the companies have low flexibility in human resources
when the introduction period is short or medium and none have high flexibility when
the introduction period is long. Therefore, the introduction period tends to affect the
flexibility to some extent.
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When the introduction period is compared with the investment strategy in human
resources the relation is as delineated in Table 5. The introduction period is as
explained before, while the investment strategy is distinguished for when employment
is done in advance based on forecast (lead) and when needed on actual demand (lag).
Table 5. Relation introduction period and investment strategy HR
Short&&&&&&&&&
Medium&
Long&&&&&&&
introduction&period introduction&period introduction&period
Lead&strategy&HR
0
1
2
Lag&strategy&HR
5
6
0

From Table 5 it can be inferred that in the majority of cases a lag strategy is applied,
as many as 11 out of 14 cases apply a lag strategy in human resources. This is
especially when the introduction period is short or medium, but does not apply for a
long introduction period. All the companies with a short introduction period have a
lag strategy and all of the companies with a long introduction period have a lead
strategy, while the medium introduction period have the majority as lag strategy with
one company that is distinguished with a lead strategy. When looking deeper into the
table in Appendix 2 the distinguished case is Company D, which apply a lead strategy
as a result of a mentality that delivery problems should never arise because of lack of
operational capacity and that consultants are not used today in the manufacturing.
Thus, a lead strategy is needed to a greater extent. Although, according to Nembhard
et al. (2005) this type of mentality could be questioned because of the costs that
follow with an increased flexibility. In all the studied companies where the
introduction period is short and a lag strategy is applied, the companies use
consultants to handle variations in demand and only employ when a predetermined
boundary is exceeded. This result is logical since several companies use consultancy
agencies to balance the workforce in a quick way (Håkansson et al., 2013). In the
group of medium introduction period and lag strategy the objectives vary, with
similarities for some companies that have to work this way because of the small profit
margins and policies from the top management team.
The investment strategy in human resources are put in relation to the current status of
the capacity level in Table 6, where the current status is referring to how the capacity
level of human resources is today in relation to the forecasted demand.
Table 6. Relation investment strategy HR and capacity level
Lead2strategy2HR
Lag2strategy2HR

Undercapacity
5
0

Spot.on
6
2

Overcapacity
0
1

As shown in Table 6, none have overcapacity when a lag strategy is applied and none
have undercapacity when the investment strategy follows a lead strategy. This aligns
the arguments by Jonsson and Mattsson (2007) that a lead strategy tends to result in
overcapacity to a greater extent than a lag strategy that may result in undercapacity.
Although, in both the case of a lag strategy and a lead strategy the majority of
companies are more “spot-on” for what is forecasted than having under-/overcapacity.
This result may be affected by how the answers of questions have been expressed by
the respondents, but the interesting is that about half of the companies positioned as
“spot-on” have several alternative capacity sources as subcontracting, consultants and
time-banks. So, depending on how this is interpreted it could be seen as undercapacity
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that is leveled up by alternative sources, while in other cases where alternative sources
are less used it could be “spot-on” as a result of robust planning and forecasting.
5.3.2

Machinery

As many as 10 out of 14 companies have a lead strategy for machines. It is only
Company E, Company H, Company J and Company L that follow a lag strategy.
When asked about the strategy the answer is in general that all other alternatives are
considered before investing machines. Although, the motives for these four
companies varies. In the case of Company E the investments in machines are so
extensive that the time-horizon must be for at least 15 years ahead. Thus, the focus is
on maximizing the utilization and finding alternative ways to meet demand. Company
H has a similar situation, while Company J and Company L have it more as a
philosophy derived from the top management teams as results of small profit margins
in their competitive industries.
In Table 7, the demand is put in relation to the current capacity level in machinery,
where demand signifies the status of demand movement over time and the capacity
level the current capacity status in relation to the forecasted demand.
Table 7. Relation demand and capacity level MR
Slight4downward
Stable
Slight4upward
Strong4upward

Undercapacity
0
0
0
0

Spot.on
0
0
2
1

Overcapacity
1
4
5
1

In Table 7, it is shown that the majority of the studied companies have overcapacity in
machines independent of the demand. Although it should be considered that the
companies with slight downward or stable demand can have overcapacity since the
financial crisis, where machines customized for a certain manufacturing might not
have a market for sales. This is actually the case for some of the companies, where the
strategy has been to keep the machines and have capacity when demand rise again.
When putting the current capacity level in relation to the investment strategy for
machines, the summarized result (Table 8) turn out to be contradictory to what earlier
has been said for the same parameters for human resources. The contradicting is that
is does not align the statement by Jonsson and Mattsson (2007) regarding lag strategy
generating undercapacity, which can be derived from the fact of overcapacity since
the financial crisis.
Table 8. Relation investment strategy M and capacity level
Lead2strategy2MR
Lag2strategy2MR

Undercapacity
0
0

Spot.on
2
1

Overcapacity
8
3

As seen in Table 7 and Table 8, none have undercapacity in machines. Except from
what has already been mentioned, one potential explanation could be the often long
implementation time of large investments as machines. A new machine can be a
major investment but contribute with a considerable level of capacity. It can be seen
as taking a big step from one capacity level to another, of course with different
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degrees of utilization dependent on the demand, manufacturing strategy, number of
working shifts and so on. These larger steps makes it easy to end up with overcapacity
compared to the human resources where the increase can get done step by step to a
greater extent in most cases. A machine can be seen as one big investment but then
have smaller varying cost for daily operations when used. Human resources on the
other hand with infinite tenure are more fixed in terms of the monthly cost that will be
there independent of the capacity utilization. Thus, consultants are often the
alternative to have human resources as a more varied cost. As a result of greater
possibilities to make capacity changes in human resources it might be the reason that
most companies have a lag strategy in human resources and lead in machines.
5.3.3

Efficiency and responsiveness

A balance between efficiency and responsiveness is a desire for companies, but
depending on the investment and planning strategy companies tend to become more
efficient or responsive (Olhager et al., 2001). In Figure 12, one conceptual though is
presented for how efficiency and responsiveness could logically be connected to the
investment and planning strategy. Chopra and Meindl (2016) argue that responsive
companies are able to handle supply uncertainty and provide a high service level,
which can be interpreted as following demand by focusing on flexibility. Flexibility
can be facilitated by a lead investment strategy that ensure the requested capacity
level. With a high capacity level and/or flexibility a chase strategy for planning can be
applied (Olhager et al., 2001). This can be argued to be the case for make-to-order
manufacturing. Efficiency on the other hand has more focus on making the best use of
the resources (Lumsden, 2012), where a level strategy may be applied to ensure full
utilization of machines and only invest when absolutely needed.

Figure 12. Conceptual model responsiveness and efficiency
When investigating if this way of thinking count for the investigated companies the
result shows the complexity of reality. First of all, the investment strategy lead and lag
are often different for machines and human resources. Only a few have the same for
both types of capacity (Table 9).
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Table 9. Investment strategies both HR and M
Lead%strategy%HR
Lag%strategy%HR

Lead%strategy%MR Lag%strategy%MR
2
1
8
3

Because of the fact that only a few companies purely have a lead or lag strategy the
analysis is divided for investment strategy in human resources and machines, both in
relation to the planning strategy. The relation is displayed in Figure 13 where the bold
numbers are for what would align the conceptual model in Figure 12. When
categorizing the companies as level or chase some simplifications are made because
in reality a mix of these are often applied to different degrees. Thus, the companies
are classified based on what is perceived to be most accurate from the respondents
descriptions.
Level%strategy
Chase%strategy

Lead%strategy%MR Lag%strategy%MR
7
2
3
2

Level%strategy
Chase%strategy

Lead%strategy%HR
2
1

Lag%strategy%HR
7
4

Figure 13. Comparison relations investment and planning strategies
The first notion is that the results are almost the reflection of each other. This is
probably because of the fact that most of the studied companies have a differentiated
strategy for human resources and machines. The results are not fully reflections with
the same numbers because some have both lead/lead or lag/lag and the numbers are
not fully the same as is Table 9 because all the companies categorized within one
group does not always have the same planning strategy.
When investigating the result for machines, the companies classified as lead/chase are
make-to-order companies, except Company C, which has a chase strategy only
because of the extreme demand. Thus, this category follows the conceptual model
quite well. Lag/chase which is contradictory to the conceptual model include
Company H and Company L, both are make-to-order but are not applying a lead
strategy mainly because of top management decisions. This leads to that these
companies could follow the conceptual model but is not because of influence from
management principles. Lag/level only include Company E and Company J, where
the former has both make-to-order and make-to-stock manufacturing and the latter see
the manufacturing as make-to-order. For Company E the level strategy is applied by
dimensioning the capacity for an overall level, then even out the manufacturing based
on customer orders and fill up to the predetermined level by including make-to-stock
orders. The lag strategy is mainly because of the extensive investments for machinery
and thus only invest when other alternatives are not possible. For Company J it is a
philosophy to only invest when the demand exists and the manufacturing is evened
out as much as possible based on a 60 week plan, which mainly is for components and
thus the assembly can be seen more as a chase strategy. This imply that the
component manufacturing could be seen as more make-to-stock and placed as
lag/level and the assembly that is make-to-order could be placed as lag/chase. In the
last category, lead/level the companies have partly or fully make-to-stock
manufacturing and set a capacity level and even out the manufacturing as for
Company E. The difference is that these companies see machines as big investments
but necessary to meet market demand and is therefore not the last capacity alternative.
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When investigating the result for human resources the lead/chase category which
follows the conceptual model only include Company C, which mainly is here because
of the high demand and long introduction period. The trend is rather to have a lag
strategy and for the category lag/chase all the companies are make-to-order but are lag
because of alternative capacity as consultants. Lag/level follows the thought of the
conceptual model and includes only Company J that have a purely make-to-stock
manufacturing, while the rest are both make-to-stock and make-to-order. As already
mentioned, Company J may be an exception that may also fit into the lag/chase
category. The two companies that are classified as lead/level have both make-to-stock
and make-to-order manufacturing, but are more lead than lag probably because
consultants are not used today.
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6 Discussion and Conclusions
A summarized description of the research findings is presented for the process, the
challenges and the mapping of the capacity dimensioning approach. Further the
research implications are described, followed by delimitations and finalized by
suggestions for further research regarding capacity dimensioning.

6.1 Conclusions
The research purpose has been to investigate how managers work with capacity
dimensioning, the challenges and map the current state of the phenomenon in
companies today for a deeper understanding of the differences and similarities in the
capacity dimensioning approach. The following sub-chapters are aligned with the
three research questions for final conclusions to fulfill the purpose.
6.1.1

The process of capacity dimensioning

The work with capacity dimensioning has been summarized in form of a general
process. Capacity dimensioning is part of the wide concept of capacity management,
with close connection to the S&OP. The process of S&OP and capacity dimensioning
are almost identical when a holistic point of view is taken, where the capacity
dimensioning has a greater focus on how to actually set the capacity level in terms of
human resources and machinery to balance efficiency and responsiveness in the
continuous operations. Worth mentioning is that capacity dimensioning can be
performed at different time horizons where long-term decisions set the boundaries for
medium-term decisions which in turn set the boundaries for short-term decisions. The
company prospects varies and thus various aspects affecting the capacity
dimensioning has been identified, which all are for the internal and external company
environment. The main aspects stated that can include further issues are the budget,
level of complexity, supply chain integration, investment costs, competition and top
management decisions as policies, strategies and visions. These affect furthermost the
alternative capacity sources but also the capacity dimensioning process to some
extent, where the aspects in relation to the affect is beyond the purpose of this
research.
6.1.2

The challenges of capacity dimensioning

The most significant challenges that managers experience in the capacity
dimensioning are forecasts, communication, sub-optimizations and lack of system
support in decision-making. Several of these are connected to each other and to the
earlier mentioned aspects in RQ1. The forecast is a challenge because of uncertainties
in demand, which is related to communication in the supply chain. To share
information can facilitate decision-making based on actual demand instead of
perceived demand. Communication also counts internally, to ensure a clear alignment
for a holistic perspective instead of the sub-optimization that often occur in the
businesses today. Managers perceive that the capacity dimensioning could be
facilitated by supportive systems in the decision-making. Although, depending on the
own experiences the most important parts to include in such systems varies. Some
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think that total cost calculations are enough while others concern about the soft values
as well.
6.1.3

Similarities and differences in the capacity dimensioning approach

The capacity dimensioning approach at the studied companies have been categorized
based on existing knowledge within capacity management to enable investigation of
potential patterns and trends. One potential relation has been found between
introduction time and flexibility in manufacturing, where short introduction time
relate to high flexibility and the reverse for long introduction time. Further, a lag
strategy seems to be applied when the introduction time is short, where consultants
are often used to handle variations in capacity requirements. When the introduction
time is long the investment strategy is instead lead. Most companies place as “spoton” in the capacity level for human resources, which contradict what is proposed in
literature that overcapacity or undercapacity are for lead respectively lag. Several
capacity sources are often used which facilitate capacity level adjustments. For
machinery almost all the studied companies apply a lead strategy and have
overcapacity independent of the demand, with the financial crisis as a potential reason
for the overcapacity and that customized machinery barely have an aftermarket. At
last, a first step to connect the investment and planning strategies to efficiency and
responsiveness has been done, where more research is needed to make final
conclusions about actual relations.

6.2 Theoretical and managerial implications
This research has aimed to contribute to the knowledge within capacity management,
more specifically to investigate the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning. By
conducting case studies of manufacturing companies active in Sweden with
respondent managers active in capacity decisions, the research provide information
about how the capacity dimensioning is done today. The result shows that these kinds
of decisions are affected by the company possibilities and come with several
challenges. In the future some significant changes in the thoughts and actions
regarding capacity dimensioning is expected, especially with increased support in the
decision making process. A general process for the capacity dimensioning has been
established, main aspects affecting this process has been identified and some crosscase similarities has been identified that are independent of the type of industry the
company is active in. When comparing the established process with the process of
S&OP in the literature studies, the main difference lies in the detail of description for
the decision-making. All these mentioned parts contribute to the theory of capacity
management and the understanding of capacity dimensioning.
The findings emphasize the complexity of reality where “one size” does not fit all
when it comes to capacity dimensioning, which is important to be aware of in the
decision-making. A picture of how the challenge of capacity dimensioning is handled
today is provided, for different companies with different contexts. The process is quite
similar but the alternatives for how to meet the capacity requirements vary dependent
on the company’s situation. Thus, managers should reflect on how to have a holistic
perspective considering the described aspects affecting the capacity dimensioning.
Even though managers have an ambition to work proactive in the capacity
dimensioning, they often lack efficient support to make good decisions regarding
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which capacity source to use, increase or decrease. Further research needs to be done
to create valuable supportive systems, although information sharing through
communication in the supply chain and alignment in the actions should not be
underestimated. These can make substantial difference and facilitate the capacity
dimensioning.

6.3 Limitations and further research
This research is conducted on companies active in Sweden and thus a Western point
of view is presented, which means that the results for other countries or parts of the
world might be different. Other cultures, laws and regulations could generate different
perspectives of how the capacity dimensioning is performed and which challenges
exist and therefore also result in other differences and similarities between cases.
Further, the perspective of capacity dimensioning for services are not taken into
consideration which could have provided a more holistic view of the phenomenon.
Considering the collection of case companies, the results are for widely separated
markets with only a few companies operating in the same market which results in that
the suggested trends might not be true if more or other companies within the same
market were included.
This is just the beginning of understanding the phenomenon of capacity dimensioning.
Several interesting areas for further investigation have been identified during this
research. First and foremost, capacity can be seen from different angles. In this
research, the focus has been on capacity in form of human resources and machines,
while buffers are capacity sources where material stocks could be considered. Several
of the respondents have the desire of a more reliable support in the capacity
dimensioning decisions. Thus, to step towards this vision one alternative is to look
deeper into the possibilities of applying existing knowledge from equivalent parts in
inventory management on capacity management. Is there a way to find the most
important parts to consider in capacity dimensioning that enable a formula for safety
capacity and cycle capacity? The alternative sources of capacity increase the
complexity, which has to be considered in a good way. After establishing sufficient
knowledge about the capacity dimensioning it would be interesting with further
development towards a holistic concept, where capacity and material management are
aligned to balance efficiency and responsiveness in a satisfactory way.
For the third research question the question remains if the relations that have been
analyzed are fully correlated or not. If yes, then it is of interest to investigate what the
reasons are for this correlation. The results in the third research question might have
been affected by the way the companies and categories were classified. Thus, further
research preferably including more companies within the same businesses and/or
cultures could validate the findings and investigate potential further patterns.
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Appendix 1 – Interview Guide
!
This interview is constructed in the following way: the first three questions are of
general character to facilitate categorization of companies at the time of analysis.
These are followed by two questions about inventory management and then enter the
main area of capacity dimensioning together with capacity planning.
1. How is the market right now? (high/low demand, order winners/order
qualifiers)
2. What production strategy or strategies do you have? (make-to-stock, make-toorder, assembly-to-order, make-to-plan, engineer-to-order)
3. Is the manufacturing planned by forecasts, customer orders or other
alternatives?
4. How is the safety stock and cycle stock dimensioned?
5. Where do you have inventory in the material flow? Are there any special
reasons to these stocks?
6. How would you define capacity dimensioning, or rather, what is capacity
dimensioning for you? Do you think in a similar way as for the dimensioning
of safety stock and cycle stock?
7. Why do you work with capacity dimensioning? In other words, what are the
primarily motives to work with capacity dimensioning on a strategic level?
8. How does the process look like for your capacity dimensioning?
9. Do you measure that the set capacity level is sufficient? If yes, how? If the
service level is not met, can you see if the lack is in material and/or capacity?
10. Does the approach to capacity dimensioning depend on your production
strategy? In that case, how? (If you work with several of the mentioned
strategies)
11. How often is the set capacity level revaluated? What is the revaluation based
on?
12. Where in the planning (in point of time) is the capacity considered fixed?
13. In theory, there are proactive and reactive strategies to adjust the capacity
level. In your case, would you say that your capacity strategy is to adjust the
level based on forecasts, actual demand or in another way?
14. How are uncertainties and risks taken into account in the capacity
dimensioning? (Absence, machine breakdowns etc.)
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15. If uncertainties and risks are not taken into account in the capacity dimension,
are these handled in any other way? How?
16. How does the current method for capacity dimensioning work? What could be
better and improved?
17. What do you think is hard with capacity dimensioning and capacity planning?
18. Does the capacity dimensioning vary depending on the affordability and
availability for new investments? If yes, how?
19. If you got the chance to decide how the capacity dimensioning would look
like, what changes would you suggest (if any)?
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Appendix 2 – Summarized and categorized empirical data
Definitions
Introduction*period:

Capacity*level*MR:

Capacity*level*HR:

Flexibility*MR:

Flexibility*HR:

Short
Medium
Long
Undercapacity
Spot6on
Overcapacity
Undercapacity
Spot6on
Overcapacity
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Criterias
Investigated+production+type
Demand
Production+strategy
Introduction+time+manufacturing
Policy+manual+adjustments+forecast
Consultants+(%)
Investment+strategy+human+resources
Capacity+level+human+resources
Investment+strategy+machines
Capacity+level+machines
Planning+strategy+(level/chase)
Flexibility+machines
Flexibility+human+resources
Maturity+inventory+management

Up*to*1*week
1*week*6*3*months
over*3*months
Below*forecasted*need
Exact*on*forecasted*need
Over*forecated*need
Below*forecasted*need
Exact*on*forecasted*need
Over*forecated*need
Products*fixed*for*162*machines
Possibility*to*manufacture*product*in*a*couple*of*machines
Possibility*to*manufacture*product*in*many*machines
Employees*can*work*on*one*station
Employees*can*work*on*a*couple*of*stations
Employees*can*work*in*a*high*number*of*stations

Company-A

Assembly
Slight+upward
MTO/MTS
Short
Yes,+but+often+not+needed
3G5%
Lag+strategy
SpotGon
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
High
High
High
Flexible+nightshift++++++++++++++++++
Strategies+to+handle+insecurities+in+capacity (5%+of+daily+workers)
Extra+shift+saturdays+if+needed
Subcontractors
OverGtime

Company-B

Company-C

Company-D

Company-E

Assembly
Strong+upward
MTO
Short
Yes,+10G15%+deviation+forecast
10G15%
Lag+strategy
Undercapacity
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Chase+strategy
High
Medium
Low
Safety+time+in+manufacturing+
10+days
OverGtime

Fully+automated
Strong+upward
MTS
Long
No
0%
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Lead+strategy
SpotGon
Chase+strategy
Low
Medium
Medium

Machine+driven
Slight+upward
MTS/MTO
Medium
Yes
0%
Lead+strategy
SpotGon
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
Medium
High

Machine+driven
Slight+upward
MTS/MTO/MTP
Long
Yes
0%
Lead+strategy
SpotGon
Lag+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
Low
Medium

G

time+bank
temporary+employment
temporary+employment 5%+margin+employees
OverGtime
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Criterias
Investigated+production+type
Demand
Production+strategy
Introduction+time+manufacturing
Policy+manual+adjustments+forecast
Consultants+(%)
Investment+strategy+human+resources
Capacity+level+human+resources
Investment+strategy+machines
Capacity+level+machines
Planning+strategy+(level/chase)
Flexibility+machines
Flexibility+human+resources
Maturity+inventory+management

Company-F1 Company-F2

Company-G

Company-H

Company-I

Machine+driven
Stable
MTS/MTO
Medium
Yes
0%
Lag+strategy
Undercapacity
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
Medium
High

Mixed
Slight+downward
MTO/MTS
Medium
Yes
0%
Lag+strategy
SpotKon
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
Medium
High

Assembly
Stable
MTO
Short
Yes
Yes+(general+number+missing)
Lag+strategy
Undercapacity
Lag+strategy
Overcapacity
Chase+strategy
Medium
Medium
Low

Assembly
Slight+upward
MTS
Short
Yes
15%
Lag+strategy
SpotKon
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
High
High

OverKtime

capacity+margin
Subcontracting
Temporary+employment

Strategies+to+handle+insecurities+in+capacity Extra+buffers
Time+bank

Criterias
Investigated+production+type
Demand
Production+strategy
Introduction+time+manufacturing
Policy+manual+adjustments+forecast
Consultants+(%)
Investment+strategy+human+resources
Capacity+level+human+resources
Investment+strategy+machines
Capacity+level+machines
Planning+strategy+(level/chase)
Flexibility+machines
Flexibility+human+resources
Maturity+inventory+management

Machine+driven
Slight+upward
95%+MTS/5%+MTO
Medium
Yes
10K20%
Lag+strategy
Undercapacity
Lead+Strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
Medium
High

subcontractors
capacity+margin
Time+bank
Preventive+maintenance

Company-J

Company-K

Company-L

Company-M

Mixed
Slight+upward
MTO
Medium
Yes
15%
Lag+strategy
SpotLon
Lag+strategy
SpotLon
Level+strategy
High
High
High

Machine+driven
Stable
MTO/MTS
Short
Yes
Yes*
Lag+strategy
SpotLon
Lead+strategy
Overcapacity
Level+strategy
Medium
High
High

Mixed
Stable
MTO
medium
Yes
20%
Lag+strategy
undercapacity
Lag+strategy
Overcapacity
Chase+Strategy
Low
High
Medium

maschinery+and+assembly
Slight+upward
MTO
medium
Yes
60L70%
Lag+strategy
SpotLon
Lead+strategy
SpotLon
Chase+Strategy
Low
Medium
medium/+high

Overcapacity
buffers

Safety+time

Strategies+to+handle+insecurities+in+capacity Capacity+margin+10% Subcontracting
Subcontracting
Flex+pool
*Mainly+to+cover+absence+in+human+resources
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